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THURSDAY, JUNE 16, 1977 

G STATEMENT 

AN BELLOMINI: Good afternoon. I am Representative Bob Bellomlni, 

an of the House Transportation Committee and I would like to take this 

unity to thank the members of the Committee for attending. As you will 

, there are very few members here this afternoon, but they will be coming 

rtly. I want to apologize to some of the members, but it was cleared 

leadership to be here but some felt as though there were important 

on the calendar and stayed behind. But as I said, they will be joining 

a matter of an hour or two. 

I would also like to thank the members of the tourist industry, Federal 

ate officials and the general public for attending these important hearings. 

Ill be discussed today and tomorrow can shape the laws and regulations of 

urist industry in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. Before I go to the 

., I would like to introduce the people at the head table. Rudolph Dininni, 

nority Chairman of Transportation. Also the staff of the Transportation 

tee, Mrs. Becky Berrier, Mr. Rocco Pugliese and Mr. Thomas Usiadek. This 

oon we are going to discuss House Bill 504, which is essentially the 

.e to positively overhaul the Pennsylvania Beautification Act of 1971. This 

rould establish a preference as to what type of signs would be removed. 

directional information signs will, in the forseeable future, be removed 

may result in a sizable loss to our tourist industry. It is now important 

re proceed with the hearings on House Bill 504 and how we may possibly correct 

>ill and also the State Beautification Act that directly affects our tourist 

:ry. 

Our first speaker of the day will be Mr. Bob Uguccioni, Executive Director 

i Pocono Vacation Bureau. 
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JCCIONI: I would like to say first, welcome to the Poconos to the 

:ee and members who will be testifying today. I would like to indicate 

i picked this place very deliberately concerning the location of this 

ilar hearing. I think if you traveled along Route 209 coming here, you 

great number of signs. You've also seen probably the worst piece of 

r we have in the Poconos. Since you've traveled it and the Department 

isportation and others who have traveled it, you can see the experience 

i every day. There is a great amount of truck traffic that has been put 

5 here on Route 209. I will now present my testimony, Mr. Chairman. 

My name is Bob Uguccioni and 1 am the Executive Director of the Pocono 

Lns Vacation Bureau which is the coordinating tourist association for the 

jcono Mountain counties of Pike, Wayne, Monroe and Carbon. We are the 

t tourist association of our kind in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and 

the largest in the United States. 

Tourism is the largest single industry in the Pocono Mountain counties 

i impact of over 780 million dollars to the economy of our four Pocono 

Ln counties. We can accommodate over 95 thousand people in one night in 

;onos and during the prime tourist season, our employment is estimated over 

isand with 10 thousand people being employed year round. It is estimated 

i had over 6.5 million visitors to the Poconos in 1976. 

The impact of tourism in the Poconos to the Commonwealth can be measured 

tax, the 6% hotel occupancy tax, which is a room tax charged for each 

sdation rented per night. In 1971, the four Pocono counties collected 

Llion dollars for this one tax. We feel it is safe to say, since the 

nent of Revenue no longer keeps separate records on this tax, taking into 

"ration inflation and the increase in our rooms and, in particular, luxury 

scommodations, that the amount collected on this one tax in 1976 which is 

an hotel occupancy, generated over 6 million dollars revenue to the 

I fund of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. It should be noted that the 
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wealth of Pennsylvania in its entirety spent only a little over 2 million 

s (not including Bicentennial money) to promote the tourist industry 

lout the State in 1976, so that the revenue of 6 million dollars from 

le tax from the Poconos more than paid for the entire investment that 

nmonwealth made in tourism promotion for 1976. Also, 65-70% of that 

a came from out-of-state visitors and this does not include the revenue 

Led by all of the other counties in this State and other major tourist 

ations such as the Pennsylvania Dutch Country, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, 

Highlands, Valley Forge, Gettysburg, etc. The reason I am pointing out 

statistics is to show you the tremendous impact that tourism has on the 

wealth and, of course, on this particular part of Northeastern Pennsylvania. 

We are supportive of House Bill 504. We do have some reservations about 

pact that it may have on future activity concerning highway traveler direc-

information systems. So as to not take too long with my presentation, I 

sriding to members of the Committee a proposal that we submitted concerning 

ative information systems to the tourist traveler in the Poconos, a study 

commercial highway signing in Monroe County that was accomplished in 

ber of 1972, and a copy of the recent January 20, 1977 action of the 

La Highway and Transportation Commission. The Virginia Highway and Trans-

Lon Commission recently passed unanimously two resolutions. Resolution 

one was that the Virginia Department of Highways and Transportation 

p a uniform directional signing concept for existing off right-of-way signs. 

tion two was that the Virginia Department of Highways and Transportation 

on the Federal Government to amend the guidelines of Subpart C, 750, Title 

ction 2, Federal Code, to include additional directional signing for certain 

ial services in the specific interest of the motoring public. I think 

9 of this Committee will find this action and the recommendations of this 

1 advisory committee that the Commonwealth of Virginia set up very infor-

and relative to their deliberations on House Bill 504. Also, in the 

which I am making available to all members is information concerning the 
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:k State project initiated by the Finger Lakes Tourist Association, 

Lar type organization to the Pocono Mountain Vacation Bureau, with a 

Lly approved signing program for that region of New York State. 

Of particular interest concerning the Highway Beautification Act 

are remarks by Congressman Jim Wright of Texas. As you know, Congressman 

is now the majority leader of the United States House of Representatives. 

ssman Wright also happened to be the principal author of the 1965 act 

ling highway beautification which has become known as the Lady Bird 

fication Act. He did so at the urging of then President Lyndon B. Johnson, 

e friend of Congressman Wright's. I would like to point out some comments 

a his presentation at the Discover America Travel Organization's recent 

r in Lincoln, Nebraska, which I attended. • Some of the comments concerning 

ill, I think the committee will find particularly interesting coming from 

incipal author of the bill. 

First, he indicates that it was not initially intended to be a billboard 

1 program and that the states were supposed to fashion their own programs. 

d, the Federal Highway Administration Administrator delegated to develop the 

ns handed regulations to the states and said, "Here is what you'll do if 

pect to get Federal Funds". Quoting Congressman Wright, he says, "This was 

intended by Congress, under any circumstances". Continuing the quotes of 

ssman Wright, he says that, "The Federal Highway Administration's inter-

ions of the Congressional intent was 180% to the contrary". Regarding the 

fication law, he quotes from the law, "The States shall have full authority 

their own zoning laws to zone areas for commercial and industrial purposes 

e actions of the states in this regard will be accepted for the purposes 

s act". As Chairman of the Highway Beautification Commission in Washington, 

ssman Wright asked the people to present their views concerning highway 

g. The Commission conducted two nationwide polls in addition to regional 

gs and hired the Sindlinger Organization and the Dekadt Research Firm to 

t separate surveys. 
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: Federal highway money with non-compliance of the bill, "You can't lose 

your highway money, but you can lose 10% of it. The law requires that the 

conform to the Federal standards, but the Beautification Law does not 

s and did not intend that the Federal Administrators would write the states' 

i signing. The law was designed to give the states a considerable amount 

cibility in writing sign laws that would meet the requirements of their 

Lual areas. Unfortunately, it has not been interpreted that way". The -

is that the prime sponsor of this bill is very disappointed concerning how 

iautification act is being administered and encourages the states to come 

i their own alternative programs and to present them to the Federal Govern-

That is what we would like to have happen. We would like to be able to 

: to the Federal Highway Administration a comprehensive directional signing 

i from the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania that would include all highways 

lsylvania: interstate, primary, secondary or whatever. This plan could 

sloped by using a model area such as the four Pocono counties as we have 

id in the past on coming up with a comprehensive, workable plan that will 

the traveler to the facilities that 75% of them say nationwide they desire. 

Lvate sector of the Department of Commerce and PennDoT should institute 

ram of coming up with this plan for an alternative traveler information 

for the tourist in Pennsylvania. We, representing the private sector 

Poconos and also deeply involved in the state tourist associations, are 

willing and able to assist in this endeavor. We hope that with the 

i of House Bill 504, it will give all of us time to implement and study 

roblem and come up with a plan for a Pennsylvania Traveler Service System 

: a Federal plan for Pennsylvania signing. Thank you. 

You do have a list of attachments, but one that I just received and 

: have time to include in the attachment, Mr. Chairman, was the entire 

E the speech by Congressman Wright at that particular seminar. 
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AN BELLOMINI: Thank you, Bob. I believe the panel might have some 

ons for you. I have a few questions that I would like to ask. From the 

lvania Outdoor Advertising Act of 1971, what effect has this had on the 

area? 

UCCIONI: Do you mean removal of signs? (Yes) In some cases, it provides 

ship to our people - the tourist people. One of the things that I think 

of people don't realize is that although we utilize outdoor advertising 

ies, we cooperate with them extensively and many of the signs we are 

g about are privately-owned. They are owned by the people that own the 

ss and they make an arrangement with a farmer or a landowner to have their 

n their property so they aren't really coordinated by somebody representing 

blic. I think that PennOoT has been very cooperative in -some ways, in many 

in particular with letting us use the roadside rest areas for information 

s and this new program with the Department of Commerce on directional 

y sign use systems. But on the whole, we have some specific cases where 

provided a hardship, not only for the business, but to the traveler 

g the facility. And frankly, we are not happy, Mr. Chairman, with the way 

f our signs look. We would like to have a system to improve what some of 

signs actually look like here in the Poconos. 

AN BELLOMINI: What issues do you feel can be improved with the passage of 

Bill 504? 

UCCIONI: I think it basically gives us time to hopefully start what I 

e. We're not happy with the signs we have in the Poconos. We're not happy 

he system we have now, but you can't take all the signs down. If you 

this road and there are four or five campers out there with those campers 

back trying to figure out how to find one of our campgrounds, and that's 

dangerous situation, trying to determine where they are going to turn in 

ere they are not going to turn in. So it isn't a question of business or 

f business, it is also a question of highway safety. I think we have all 

ed the frustration of somebody being in front of us slowing down to 
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as per hour trying to figure out where they are going to turn. I don't 

there is anything more dangerous than that on the highway today. Our 

e is to come up with a better system, a Pennsylvania system, to direct 

ople to the facilities they want; and that can be done. This bill would 

s time to do that. 

ININNI: I have no questions, but I totally agree with your statements 

e on the way up, this is my first trip to the Poconos, all I kept looking 

s signs. 

OSTER: I just have one question. You me-n'tioned several types of signs 

ou have now. Have you got any signs in the area that are under contract 

a advertising company that is on a yearly to five year basis? 

JCCIONI: We don't have any signs ourselves, that is our organization, but 

members of the Outdoor Advertising Council. 

OSTER: Have any of these signs been taken down that was a great cost to 

ganization? 

UCCIONI: To the people? (Yes) I think there are members who will testify 

t. The problems that have been brought to us have been basically individual 

Not so much people from outdoor advertising, although I know that is a 

n, also particularly in directional signs on the interstates. 

OSTER: Of course coming from the area, I am very familiar with the problem, 

ly here in Monroe, but Wayne and Pike as well. This is certainly a subject 

at concern and I was glad Representative Dininni said what he did because 

thinking of him. I know he was ahead of me on the road and he asked me how 

here and I did give him some direction. I thought that might happen; that 

e would have difficulty in finding the place. If this resort wasn't so 

ent, I'm sure they would have had trouble finding some of the other ones, 

hink it is a good point that Mr. Dininni mentioned when you were coming 

arrisburg. That's all I have at this time, Mr. Chairman. 
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J have. What is your organization doing to make a more uniform system 

is? Not only the type of sign, but the dangerous situation that you pointed 

it can arise from too many signs along the road. 

JCCIONI: As I indicated, we have at our expense and with PennDoT's 

ition, been able to put information centers in the roadside rest areas 

[nterstate 80 and other spots in the Poconos. We estimate a tremendous 

i on our part with total cooperation with PennDoT. We also have contacted 

>artment of Commerce regarding the parent program of signing resorts and 

)und attractions with directional signs that are put on the right-of-way. 

i basically what we have done. We have also sent a survey of all the signs 

i particular county and tried to encourage our members to upgrade their 

uice. We've found in these surveys that we have a lot of signs for places 

:e no longer in business and haven't been for years; but we find they remain 

ind it looks absolutely terrible. We have tried to work through that way, 

L of those endeavors are primarily for secondary roads, they are not primary 

:ates. At least the signing problem has not been resolved. We have also 

:o encourage PennDoT to look into other activities like the logos in the 

La Plan which has logos up on interstate marquees and that is basically it. 

LEESON: I would like to make a comment. This is along those lines. It is 

not about signs, but I noticed on the way up that the Fernwood doesn't seem 

m the State map. Maybe we would be able to help you in that way. I wonder 

ly other little places could be put on the map and aren't. 

JCCIONI: Some of our resorts are on the map such as Pocono Manor, Skytop, 

Lll and a few others, but they have their own little post office. Tamiment 

s own post office so consequently, it is actually a town. It is actually 

tion. 

&N BELLOMINI: Is Fernwood a town? 

[JCCIONI: No, Fernwood is not a town. Bushkill is the town and it is on 

?• 
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LEESON: It is not incorporated so maybe it does not belong on the map. 

UCCIONI: Some of our resorts like Pocono Manor and others actually have 

ffices and that is why they appear on the State map as being a location. 

AN BELLOMINI: Are there any other questions? Thank you very much Bob. 

xt witness is Mr. Stan Beiter, Assistant Director of the Bureau of Tourist 

pment. 

EITER: The Pennsylvania Department of Commerce and Bureau of Travel Devel-

are supportive of House Bill 504 as a means of extending the life of those 

r advertising signs which provide the traveling public useful information 

lodging and dining facilities, roadside services - such as fuel and auto-

repairs - and tourist attractions. The economic impact of travel in 

lvania - nearly $8 billion annually - dictates that the Commonwealth do 

. its power to encourage travelers to and through Pennsylvania to extend 

visits to the State and, as a result, spend more money within its borders. 

er expenditures of nearly $3.5 billion in 1975 generated payroll, jobs, 

ated business spending, State and local taxes, and personal income accounting 

ire than $7.9 billion in Pennsylvania. 

Immediate removal of outdoor advertising signs directing travelers to 

cilities and services described above which are not in conformance with 

tdoor Advertising Control Act of 1971 and which are located along designated 

fication sections, could reasonably be expected to have a sizable, negative 

: on those private enterprises which, without proper signing, cannot be 

' located by the traveler seeking their services or pleasurable visitor 

.ences. 

In addition to the economic impact, deferred removal is desirable from 

•vice" point of view. That is, travelers on Pennsylvania roads, be they 

irs or Commonwealth citizens, should be afforded knowledge of where they 

ifuel their automobiles, break up trips with a meal or rest stop, or 

: to visit an interesting or entertaining tourist or historical attraction 

I they so desire. 
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the private sector travel industry which so greatly profits by it and, 

lingly, absorbs the cost of providing it. Statistics given in this 

tent and many facts and figures given my Bob Uguccioni are generally 

ible through private concern reports such as the Copeland Report. I 

•e most of you are familiar with the Copeland Report. The latest version 

re is the 1975 edition. We are expecting the 1976 figures next month. 

figures, both the 1975 report and the 1976 report, are available upon 

it through the Bureau of Travel Development. 

IAN BELLOMINI: Thank you, Stan. I would like to ask you a question. 

-s the Department of Commerce's role with directional signs? 

IEITER: The Department of Commerce's role is basically as an inspection. 

ireau of Travel Development and the offices in the Department serve as 

specting department. Campgrounds, attractions, really any signs which 

it up by PennDoT affecting the commercial tourist business. We do have 

iividual who has done this for some years. He makes personal visitations 

•site attractions, campgrounds, etc., and he defines their value to the 

Ling public. Furthermore, he makes recommendations to PennDoT pro or con 

lg. Our reports are then, of course, turned over to PennDoT who really 

:he sign approval. 

•"OSTER: I would like to have you clarify one thing; the figure of 

Lllion. What is that again? 

JEITER: 7.9 billion is the 3.5 billion dollars multiplied by a factor, 

involves the travel tourist dollars. In the Copeland Report, they are 

a factor of 2. some odd percent which the actual dollar is worth after 

mrist spends it. 

?OSTER: Where does that apply, just in the State of Pennsylvania? 

JEITER: Just in the State of Pennsylvania. This report was done specif-

f for us by Dr. Louis Copeland of the University of Tennessee and I would 

ry happy to see that you receive a copy. 
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indicate our resorts or tourist attractions in the State of Pennsylvania? 

EITER: Yes, the attractions organization has such a map. 

ENINNI: Does this indicate all of your resorts and where they are located? 

EITER: Does it indicate members only, Bob? (Uguccioni) 

UCCIONI: Each region has a series of maps. The State doesn't really have 

rehensive directory of State facilities such as camping brochures, etc., 

ch area such as the Poconos and Philadelphia have their own individual 

s and their own brochures. There is nothing put out by the Commonwealth. 

ININNI: Do you think it would be helpful to the industry in the State, 

st here in the Poconos, if we had such a map? 

EITER: Yes, sir. 

ININNI: I know it costs dollars, but it is another way of looking to 

he industry. Thank you, I have no further questions. 

AN BELLOMINI: Are there any more questions? Thank you, Stan. Our next 

s will be Mr. William V. Reynolds, Executive Director of the Roadside 

ss Association. 

EYNOLDS: Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, my name is William 

ds. I am the Executive Director of the Roadside Business Association, 

in Fairfax, Virginia. RBA is a national Association representing over 

businesses which many of you frequent during your travels over the 

tate system and primary highways of this nation. Our members include 

oliday Inns, 1700 Best Western, 300 Ramada Inns, KOA Kampgrounds, resorts 

jor attractions. In addition, RBA represents the nation's sign operators 

ke advertising available to these businesses. It is indeed a pleasure to 

his opportunity to appear before you in support of House Bill 504. 

Since the passage of the Federal Highway Beautification Act in 1965, 

ates have been required to comply with the Federal Standards and regulations 

Act. As most everyone knows, the Act, as written, is not working well. 

nd more people are realizing, including Congress, that the Act went too far 
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ng the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania's "Ourdoor Advertising Control Act 

1", as proposed, is a beginning. 

Since the Beautification Act was enacted in 1965, RBA has been working 

p directional and tourist oriented signs up until all other non-conforming 

had been removed. It has been a long, hard, and costly battle. It wasn't 

last year that the RBA reached a measure of success by getting Congress to 

the Act to the point where not only would these signs remain until all other 

were removed (Section 131 (q), Paragraph 2), but that certain signs could 

:mpt from removal if their removal would create an economic hardship upon 

usiness so advertised (Section 131 (o). ) 

The proposed legislation we are addressing ourselves to today will 

he overall program more, not less meaningful. 131 (q) paragraph 2 of the 

tl Highway Beautification Act is a recommendation. This is another amendment 

longress has passed which is not mandatory, it is permissive. 

This amendment recognizes the difference between the states where one 

has an entirely different type of tourist oriented industry from another. 

a state may have one large tourist area and no others, and so forth. It 

•rovide the flexibility that was criticized in the first, second and third 

tents to the Federal law. 

The intent of this particular section of the law was to allow for the 

tility in the various state laws as those states had implemented over the 

Passage of House Bill 504 recognizes the importance of retaining 

:ional and tourist oriented signs until all other non-conforming signs are 

id. The RBA would like this Committee to consider legislative action that 

possibly amend House Bill 504 as it relates to Section 131 (o). 

You heard testimony a few minutes ago from Bob Uguccioni representing 

)cono area and the hardships that have been created upon them in this 

:ular area because signs have been removed. 
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ubmissions to the Secretary for the approval of the retention of certain 

ic non-conforming signs which provide directional information about goods 

rvices in the interest of the traveling public within limited areas where 

demonstrated that removal would work a substantial economic hardship. 

The Federal Highway Administration, the regulatory agency for the 

fication Act, issued a notice informing the states that (1) any exemption 

Section 131 (o) must be consistent with the state law; (2) the signs pro-

to be retained in an economically impacted area, continue to provide 

ional information to goods and services to the same enterprise as advertised 

sign on May 5, 1976; and (3) projects presently under agreement until the 

t for exemption under Section 131 (o) is made by the State and approved 

Secretary. 

The Federal Highway Administration issued a directive on October 22, 1976 

stated: "If the State contemplates submitting a request for exemption, 

not relieved from complying with existing project agreements. Projects 

tly under agreement must be completed in accordance with the terms of the 

tent until such time as a request for exemption under Section 131 (o) is 

y the State and approved by the Secretary." 

As we understand this portion of the directive, it encourages states 

iplete their removal programs before they have enacted legislation and 

d their economic hardship areas. Thus, signs which should be defined 

momic impact area signs, could be removed unless Pennsylvania enacts the 

• legislation or amends House Bill 504. 

Pennsylvania would not be charting new waters with this amendment. Five 

i have enacted it: New Mexico, Arkansas, Arizona, Idaho and Nevada. Other 

i with amendments in the hopper are: North Carolina, Wisconsin, Illinois, 

la and Louisiana, to name a few. RBA views the enactment as sincere efforts 

'. part of these states to preserve their tourist industry and allow these 

to serve the visitors to their states. 
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iteria which the state will use to qualify "economic hardship" or eco-

lly impacted areas. The FHWA issued a proposed economic analysis as a 

ine in assisting states to develop criteria. RBA has also prepared criteria 

ieve would be useful. 

For example, New Mexico is in the process of determining their criteria. 

ave contracted with the New Mexico State University to conduct a complete 

lie analysis of some 33 communities and towns as well as tourist related 

ties and attractions located in defined areas. In addition, they are 

ing the criteria the RBA has developed, so as to identify those specific 

outlined in Section 131 (o). 

If I may digress from my testimony for a minute. I have worked very 

.y with the New Mexico State Highway Department and the Regional Federal 

y Administration in Fort Worth. What we are looking into is a good working 

onship between the Highway Department, Federal Highway Administration and 

:xico State University and the industry itself. In the initial proposal that 

liversity presented to the Highway Department, they failed to recognize 

id areas such as we are located right now. The Fernwood area would be 

il of the area and as the Representative pointed out, it is not a town. 

•oposal only addresses itself to communities and towns which truly could be 

id as economic hardship areas, but also resort facilities such as you are in 

So we are looking very closely, and it is a good working relationship, 

s are very pleased with the progress report. However, we won't know for 

: the results of New Mexico. Arizona is presently involved in their 

.ished criteria to define their economic hardship areas. We are working 

:losely with the Arizona State Highway Department and also the Federal 

ly Administration in Arizona. Now, many states who have said,"No, we do 

int to get involved in this program because it is very expensive; we have 

id funds and manpower to go out into our states and define these areas". 

it point out that the New Mexico State Highway Department has awarded a contrac 
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State of Arizona, it is absolutely zero. Not one penny of Federal or 

funds will be spent on this program and the RBA has volunteered to do 

e work for them. In Georgia, we are running into a situation where they 

oking to liberalize the whole act. I testified before the Senate Trans-

ion Committee under Senator Reynolds in Havanna, Georgia, a week ago 

ednesday, and he wants to come to Washington to try to change the old act. 

The RBA is willing to work with the Pennsylvania Department of Trans-

ion for the same purpose. It is our hope that once an ideal criteria 

m is developed, it can be useful for other states with minor adjustments 

t state's specific needs, saving money and manpower. 

The United States Travel Data Center's report in 1975 stated that 

billion was spent for auto vacation travel in that year and estimate that 

billion will be spent in 1977. So it looks like the traveling public will 

iting state attractions - providing they can be properly directed with signs. 

Businesses which base their livelihood on meeting the public's travel 

face some harsh times ahead. I have just been to a series of Ways and 

Committee hearings in Washington dealing with energy. Energy legislation 

cut back unnecessary travel; rationing, or week-end closing of service 

ns could all but stop travel for pleasure; limited lighting on both highway 

-premise signs to conserve energy can stop night-time travel. The person 

.ing is going to need all the reasonable assistance to direct him straight 

s his goals and that is done by the signs we are discussing here today. 

1 that Pennsylvania can aid many of its businesses and state tax dollars 

sing the needed amendment to comply with the FHWA regulations. 

Before I close, Mr. Chairman, I want to address myself to a remark that 

;uccioni made earlier and I totally concur with the gentleman in that we do 

o develop a comprehensive sign program. We need a sign program that will 

Perhaps we'll hear testimony later today dealing with the logo program. 

-15-
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A WCH as&ea earner nere my concept or cne j.ogo program oecause J. 

m Virginia. I have been exposed to it a great many years. Twice a month 

o Richmond to see my daughters in college and I might say that I don't 

e the logo program is the answer. I don't support the program. I feel 

too restrictive; the criteria for being eligible for your business for 

i to be on a sign is not flexible enough. I think by supporting the rest 

•rogram, the concept of putting advertising in rest areas, is not the 

• either. I believe that there should be a third effective program to 

:ment the local system, if that is what the state decides to use, and the 

irea program. I do feel that this is an area that perhaps we should 

ito a little further. That completes my testimony and I welcome questions. 

ik that Mr. Christiansen may have some testimony at this time. 

!D CHRISTIANSEN: My function in being here is to answer any questions that 

immittee might have with relation to the companies that are in the outdoor 

:ising business. So if you have any questions along those lines, I would be 

id to answer them. 

'OSTER: Mr. Reynolds, do I understand you that House Bill 504 in its present 

rauldn't actually do the job that we want it to? 

REYNOLDS: In my opinion, and I am not an attorney, I believe you already 

:he authority to retain your signs until all other directional signs are 

sd. - - --

r0STER: Actually what I am getting at is it says, "after all nonconforming 

have been removed". Are there some areas of the State that all the non-

rming signs have been taken down and now the tourist informational signs 

be next right away? 

LD CHRISTIANSEN: In the state of Oregon, all signs are down, all billboards. 

roblem is that our company more than likely has more permits in Pennsylvania 

.n any other state. We operate in all counties of Pennsylvania. In order 

:e this removal program workable, the Department of Transportation and myself 

id into a big disagreement wherein over a five year period of time, all non

filing signs in the Commonwealth would be removed. 
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i, as a company, would make the determination each year of 20 percent 

:ially of our signs that would be coming down during that time period. 

ir company is very concentrated in the tourist-oriented signing business 

>osed to the people who are in the billboard poster business who deal 

Ly in product advertising. So what has happened is now we are in the 

year of this program and we are running out of property-oriented signs 

>w we are being forced to go into the removal of the tourist-oriented 

at this point. If you look at the Commonwealth and the many counties, 

are sections of the State where we are not heavily proportioned in the 

>r advertising as in other counties. So what is happening in an area 

is the Foconos, where a lot of individuals have their own signs, we as 

>any in order to maintain our quota, are now being forced into taking 

signs that aren't in the interest of the traveling public and our customers 

rho put their faith in us as an advertising company many years ago to 

:are of their advertising needs, are being deprived of their advertising 

simply because we have run out of the non-tourist signs. We at the company 

to real argument with the Department. They have a law, they have a program; 

re the signs and we must remove them. So, we have worked together and as 

tntleman will testify, we are giving them lists every six months of signs 

:an be removed. We are getting now to a short straw. And we are now getting 

:he tourist-oriented end of the business and the tourist businesses have 

ten hurt yet. But now, they are going to begin to be hurt and when that 

is, it is going to be a public relations problem to us. The State is going 

getting a lot of phone calls wondering what is going on and the industry, 

mrist industry, will be hurt. 

'OSTER: Actually, that was the thrust of my question and you are fast 

Lching that at the present time. So in effect, now you tell me we do not 

louse Bill 504; or is it your opinion that we do not need it. 

ID CHRISTIANSEN: I only refer to the Federal regulations, the regulations 

ire already on the books and I think Mr. Moeller will address himself to 

Later on. -17-
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OSTER: But to get back to my original question, perhaps we do need 

ndment in there to still preserve the tourist-oriented signs because 

s what I was afraid of. Probably in some areas, all the other signs 

wn and now you are telling me this, your company at least, is going to 

the process very shortly of removing them. 

D CHRISTIANSEN: An additional problem is that as the legal locations 

fewer, then the highest and best use is going to be put to use to both 

ons and larger signs, more expensive signs, will go up and smaller 

sses will, frankly, be in a difficult spot trying to economically support 

larger ones. We've seen it develop in other states. Our company operates 

48 continental states and we've seen it happen in Maine and Vermont where 

moval program is far ahead of what it is here. We've seen these things 

and we, as a company, have no real answer to give to these people other 

here is a law; where were you when it was passed? It's all we can say to 

• 

OSTER: Let me ask you this question. In your business, do you find that 

w is being enforced in a uniform manner all over the State? 

D CHRISTIANSEN: Yes. As far as our company is concerned, we find that the 

ment has been very realistic and very helpful in enforcing the statute. 

e worked very closely with them over the years, but they and we are in the 

oat. We're running over like a funnel. In the beginning, we had a lot of 

but now that funnel is getting down to the little round tube at the bottom 

ople are going to be squeezed as we get down to the bottom of that funnel. 

where we are now. We are getting very close to the bottom of that funnel. 

AN BELLOMINI: Just to conclude with Mr. Reynolds, I would like to ask what 

uld say about an amendment to House Bill 504. Can you briefly explain what 

be included? 

EYNOLDS: Yes, it would be model legislation recognizing Section 131 (o). 

er words, an economic impact amendment which will bring the State into 

ance with the Federal Act and allow the State to define those areas such 

-18-
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ommunities that may have been bypassed as a result of an interstate. If 

s to be done, what you are doing is not only delaying the removal of 

with House Bill 504, you are also protecting and hopefully exempting signs 

he removal period, which is what we are supporting. We feel that signs 

lay presently be in a profile that will be retained until all other signs 

moved. We feel those signs should not only be retained, but be exempt 

emoval. I ran into the same things you folks did when my wife and I were 

g up from Washington. We tried to find a Fernwood sign and we had no idea 

the Fernwood was. There was a lovely sign on our own primary in Farkton 

;, "nice quiet place to have lunch", and we were starved, but there was 

;n on the interstate system telling us how to get to this lovely place to 

We didn't know where to go and we ended up eating at a Howard Johnson's 

k. We're talking about a lot of money and we're talking about a lot of 

:ments. An economic impact amendment such as Section 131 (o). We have all 

inguage and we would be more than happy to present it to the Committee for 

ieration. 

IAN BELLOMINI: What states have this policy? 

REYNOLDS: Five states: New Mexico, Arizona, Arkansas, Idaho and Nevada. 

IA is going into each state and working with the highway departments to 

:hem develop a criteria using the FHWA guidelines and their own. Because 

lust first pass their own criteria and it must also be approved by the 

il Highway Administration, Mr. Moeller can enlighten us on that. 

JININNI: The only clarification I wanted was you said you are reaching 

>ttom of the funnel. Are you telling this Committee that PennDoT is taking 

Ition company for company as to what is conforming and what is not? Rather 

:he overall sign picture? 

ID CHRISTIANSEN: The law is very specific as to what is conforming and what 

: conforming and all the advertising companies in the State have the option 

ce an agreement with PennDoT for orderly removal of signs. 

-19-
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ontracts - as opposed to most companies who have one year contracts or 

ix month contracts. In order to make an orderly removal at contract 

tion, we have to look into the future as to when a given nonconforming 

ould be eligible for removal. Then you just tell the property owner 

tell the customer, "I'm sorry, but the Highway Beautification Act as' 

ented by the Commonwealth requires that nonconforming signs be removed 

end of the contract term". And that is all we can say. We have to have 

ye toward the future. When this 20 percent reaches five years, they will 

ing down. Other companies have not, some others have exercised this option 

ey have made arrangements with the Department for removal. Others have not 

ve allowed the Department to say, "O.K., these five are coming down during 

ain time span". It essentially boils down to this. The Department has 

mber of dollars to spend during a fiscal year and this is 75-25 money from 

deral Government. They get these monies and they are forced to spend it. 

s out to districts and they say to the district, "all right, here's your 

and take "X" number of dollars worth of signs". Now at this point, if all 

ies were like mine and say, "here are the units, here's our 20 percent 

e year, take them down". If all companies did the same thing, it could be 

d, but what happens to an individual who has four signs, not company-owned 

just four signs owned by a bona-fide motel. _ Are they to remove one every 

or four years or are they to keep all of them till the last year? This is 

lemma the Department finds themselves in. It is not easy for them and it 

easy for the advertising company, but we are faced with the inevitability 

aw that has to be implemented. 

AN BELLOMINI: Are there any more questions? Thank you gentlemen. The 

itness will be Mr. Richard Moeller of the Federal Highway Administration. 

D MOELLER: Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, I am Richard Moeller 

understand just who I am and what I do, my organization within the Federal 

y Administration is responsible for the national administration of 
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concerns the control of and acquisition of outdoor advertising signs. 

he person responsible in the Federal Government for the program. What 

d like to do is read to you a prepared statement which you have a copy of 

llowing that, I would be happy to answer any questions you have. I will 

ou a little bit of an outline of the statement ttiat I have prepared. It 

ically a statement that briefly summarizes the Department's outdoor sign 

1 of the Federal Beautification Act. I do get into specifics on the 

s in the 1976 amendments. Then I will discuss briefly our observations 

espect to the legislation we are considering. 

The Highway Beautification Act, as amended, requires the States to 

>1 outdoor advertising signs adjacent to Interstate and primary highways. 

the law, on-premise advertising, certain directional and official signs, 

f-premise signs located in commercial and industrial zones and areas 

.lowed within 660 feet of the edge of the highway right-of-way. Additionally, 

:t prohibits the erection and maintenance of off-premise signs which are 

:han 660 feet from the edge of the right-of-way, outside of urban areas, 

.e from the main traveled way of the system, and erected with the purpose 

sir message being read from such highway. Signs lawfully existing prior 

: passage of State law which now conflict with the law must be removed. 

:ompensation is authorized to be paid to the sign and site owners for such 

il. States not electing to comply with the requirements of the Federal law 

ibject to a reduction of 10 percent of its highway apportionment. 

Any state which had entered into agreement to control outdoor advertising 

:he 1958 Federal Act along the interstate system continues to be eligible 

:eive the Federal bonus payment of 1/2 of one percent of the construction 

>f the Interstate System, if the state continues to maintain the control 

[uired under those agreements or under the terms of the present laws, which-

:ontrol is stricter. Pennsylvania is one such State. The Act as presently 

.tuted includes certain provisions to insure that motorist information will 

iue to be available. 
-21-
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which are exempt from the general control requirements of the law, for 

e, zoning requirements. One of the exempt categories of signs is "dir-

al and official signs". Such signs must conform to the national standards 

•ized by the Act to be promulgated by the Secretary, In accordance with 

landate, proposed standards were reported by the Secretary to Congress on 

y 10, 1967, and then circulated for comment. On February 25, 1969, the 

xds were adopted. 

Directional signs allowed under 131 (c) and national standards mean 

containing directional information about public places owned or operated 

ieral, State or local governments or their agencies. Publicly or privately 

natural phenomena, historic, cultural, scientific, educational, and religous 

and areas of natural beauty or naturally suited for outdoor recreation, 

1 to be in the interest of the traveling public. The size, lighting, spacing 

her general rules of the national standards apply to directional signs. 

One general requirement is that the message content must be limited 

it of identification of the attraction, such as mileage, route numbers or 

Lumbers. Descriptive words or phrases and pictorial or photographic 

lentation of the activity or its environs are prohibited. The national 

irds also require the states to establish selection methods and criteria 

:ivately owned attractions to qualify. However, the activity must be 

tally and regionally known and of outstanding interest to the traveling 

In addition, the 1965 Act allowed the erection of signs giving specific 

lation in the interest of the traveling public within the highway right-of-

This program commonly known as the logo program has had limited State 

:ance to date. This program provides that individual signs for gas, food, 

ig and lodging including brand or trade names of commercial establishments 

.ng such services may be erected prior to exits from the interstate system. 

is a limitation on the display of six trade or brand names for gas and the 
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en utilized, Virginia, Oregon and Iowa as examples, it has in fact been 

eceived by both motorists and advertisers. This concept is not a panacea 

as the matter of signing is concerned for various^reasons. One, the 

of businesses that can be displayed is of course limited and two, the 

ries of services for signing is limited to gas, food; lodging and camping. 

As I mentioned earlier, I did want to discuss, and I think this is 

mportant and pertinent to the legislation that you as a committee are 

ering, and that is the amendments contained in the 1976 Act. The 1976 

y Act did amend the original law to extend the use of such logo systems 

primary system. The FHWA is presently drafting regulations for issuance 

ect this legislative mandate. It should be recognized that this system, 

not all encompassing, can be utilized by the states as an integral part 

otal motorist information system to compliment other available methods. 

Section 131 (q) (1) of the Act, added in the 1976 Highway Act, encourages 

cretary of Transportation to assist the states in the development of programs 

ure that necessary motorist information is continued to be made available. 

s end, the Congress directed the Secretary to restudy and revise as appropriate 

Isting standards for both the directional and official signs and the existing 

tions for the logo system. To initiate the study, the FHWA published in 

deral Register on October 26, 1976, an advance notice of proposed rulemaking 

ting public comments on a study of such standards and the entire matter of 

.st information. To undertake both the analyzation of all comments received 

ie direction of the overall study, there has been a task force designated 

i the FHWA. This task force involved various disciplines including Right-

', Traffic Operations, Research, Public Affairs, Legal as well as others. 

The task force will issue an interim report in the near future (July, 1977) 

L final report later in the year. The study is encompassing the following areas: 

• -23-
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logo signing 
motorist service signing 
recreational area signing 
rest areas signing 

iirist information centers 

rectional and official signs outside the highway right-of-way 

nmercial outdoor advertising as allowed by law 

tier alternate systems - one example might be highway advisory radio 

In amending the Act in 1976, Congress made three other changes. Section 

) (2) requires the Secretary to encourage the states to adopt programs to 

the removal of signs providing directional information be deferred until 

nonconforming signs are removed. Existing FHWA regulations at the time of 

e of this amendment contained such policy. These regulations allow the 

to set priorities for sign removal and recommend that nonconforming signs 

ing such information be the last priority. However, we reaffirmed this 

in a notice to all states last year. The recommended priorities and 

ative changes, however, does not relieve the states from proceeding within 

tablished priorities to complete the required removal of nonconforming 

Section 131 (i) of the existing statute was amended to provide Federal 

for the purpose of establishing information centers at rest areas and other 

information systems within the highway right-of-way. Such Federal par-

tion in such centers and systems had heretofore been prohibited. It is 

that the states will avail themselves of such funding to incorporate these 

cms in any overall information system that may be established. 

Congress also provided in adding Section 131 (o) to the law that the 

ary may approve the request of a state for retention of nonconforming signs, 

cific areas defined by the state, where it is clearly demonstrated that such 

(1) provide directional information about goods and services in the interest 

traveling public and (2) are such that the removal would work a substantial 

ic hardship in the defined area. There are presently interim regulations 
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ition of the state and consistent with state law, the opportunity to request 

Exemption. It is important to understand here that this is not a mandatory 

>n of the Federal Law, it is an option. 

To request such exemption the state must, in addition to having the 

authority to make such request, establish its requirements for the directional 

it of signs to qualify the signs as directional to goods and services in the 

id area and the method of economic analysis demonstrating the removal of 

tigns would work a substantial economic hardship throughout the defined area. 

inalysis shall include the limits of the defined area requested for exemption, 

:ing of the signs to be exempted, and the name of the enterprise advertised 

r 5, 1976. Consistent with Federal law, the exempted signs must have been 

.ly maintained and continue to provide the directional information to goods 

srvices offered at the same enterprise in the defined area that was provided 

r 5, 1976. 

As of this date, there have been approximately five states which have 

sd the necessary legislation in order to enable the state to make a request 

i Secretary if in fact there is clear demonstration of substantial economic 

tip in a defined area or areas. We have not yet received any formal requests 

iview by the Secretary. 

It is clear that the amendments made to the Beautification Act over the 

since the initial passage demonstrate concern in the area of providing 

Lst information which is so necessary. The law still requires that we 

re the initial objectives of controlling and removing signs to promote the 

Jtic beauty of our Nation and its highway systems. It will take a com-

lsive program by all the states to achieve these goals but with the tools 

ible it can be accomplished. 

Now just briefly, at the end of the statement I provided to you, there 

raiments as a result of a request from the State of Pennsylvania. We reviewed 

Bill 504 and amendments and provided essentially what I include in my 

lent to our division office in Harrisburg. My statement is as follows: 
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same on Kay 9, 1976, we determined that it is not necessary for the State 

nd its existing law in order to institute a priority system in accordance 

ection 131 (q) (2) of Federal law. This can be accomplished administratively 

state in accordance with Federal regulations already established. 

Additionally, the bill would not allow the State to purchase any 

tional information signs" until all other nonconforming signs have been 

d. This would preclude the State from acquiring any such signs even if the 

wner volunteered to sell his nonconforming sign to the State on a hardship 

e other basis. The amendments proposed, if adopted, would permit the 

to remove only nonconforming signs not providing directional information 

goods and services in the interest of the traveling public pertaining to 

ervices, lodging, gasoline and automotive services, resorts, attractions, 

ounds, truck stops, natural wonders, scenic and historical sites and areas 

tdoor recreation. Many of these types of services, as proposed in the 

ent, could be eligible for relief under other alternate provisions of the 

1 law and regulations. If the amendment concerning the authority to remove 

were to pass the State would be out of compliance with the Federal law and 

t to penalty action. 

The balance of my comments relates to the House Bill and amendments 

ning to the junkyard statute and I don't think that is the subject so I 

ot read that section. I might make comment in terms of the amendments. 

gal counsel has reviewed the statute. It is his concern that the amendments 

se Bill 504 would unnecessarily restrict the state's ability to require 

forming signs to contain directional information which would not conform 

eral law. Of course, the idea being that the State must retain its authority 

uire all nonconforming signs to be removed. With that, I would be happy 

wer any questions you might have. 

OSTER: I found your testimony extremely interesting;if I understand you, 

nges our whole'direction here. As I understand it, this could be done 

t any legislation. PennDoT could acutally do it under the administrative basi: 
-26-
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ID MOELLER: That would be my understanding and a number of states have 

:his simply by an administrative policy decision. 

'OSTER: Then this was just instituted as of last year, 1976? 

LD MOELLER: The Federal Highway Administration by the issuance of a federal 

ition have for a number of years encouraged an establishment of priorities 

respect to the acquisition of signs containing directional information that 

be of interest to the motorist be acquired last even though they may cause 

Lonal expense to the states to do this. In other words, many states in 

of acquiring signs on a given segment of highway like to go in and program 

ject and buy all the signs on that project at once and be done with it. 

leans if you are using a system of priorities in your acquisition program, 

in and acquire product advertising first, with the idea of that later come 

md acquire the directional signs. 

•"OSTER: Does the Federal Government supply any funds for this; are there 

available to the State to do this? 

ID MOELLER: Yes, we pay 75 percent of the cost for the acquisition of the 

and we also supply 75 percent of the cost of incidental costs associated 

salaries and equipment. 

FOSTER: You say in your testimony that we have not yet received any formal 

st for this review by the Secretary. Do you mean that the State has not 

my formal request in this instance? 

*D MOELLER: My statement has reference to the 131 (o) exemption program. 

; summarize the two changes that were in the 1976 amendment to the Highway 

Lfication Act. One amendment said that, and that is 131 (o), that subsection 

that a state, if they are so inclined, and if they believe that there is a 

tial detrimental affect as a result of the removal of directional type signs, 

:an pursue an analysis in a sense and submit an application for exemption 

i signs in a given geographic area. That is the 131 (o) program. It is a 

rary exemption from removal from the State's highway programs. The other 

an of the law that dealt with priorities is Section 131 (q) (2). 
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ional type signs last. There are two elements. One is an exemption 

m which doesn't really have any stated period of time. And the other 

eferral program which means the signs would not be acquired until late 

acquisition program. In other words, the 131 (o) exemption program 

tend to be a longer period of time. 

OSTER: I don't have any further questions, but I would just make an 

ation that as a member of the Committee, I was never aware of that infor-

I don't know whether anyone else on the Committee was or not, but it 

that we have a new direction to go here that I would think would be easier 

he route we were trying to go. 

AN BELLOMINI: As Representative Zwikl came to the Committee and told us, 

partment told him they needed this legislation. This throws a whole new 

on it as far as I am concerned. 

IADEK: This exemption, the 131 (o), has no time limit on it? 

D MOELLER: There is no stated period of time. The regulations that we 

ssued do not have any time limit on them. The only thing bearing on the 

.imit would be the allocation of 10 years. 

IADEK: Who determines whether it is a hardship area or not. Should PennDoT 

his determination as to whether this will be a hardship area, such as the 

is area where we are now? 

ID MOELLER: PennDoT could. I don't think it is necessary that they exempt 

sociations or businesses in the affected areas. 

1 IADEK: You mean they could petition you for this exemption? 

ID MOELLER: Through PennDoT, yes. 

1 IADEK: Do you think it would be a better idea that PennDoT institute this 

im so it would be uniform throughout the Commonwealth rather than having an 

.ation for the Foconos, Erie, Pittsburgh and so forth? 

ID MOELLER: Well, certainly I think, as Mr. Reynolds indicated, he is working 

:he State Highway Departments of several states regarding the exemption program. 

.d say regarding uniformity throughout the State, that PennDoT should be vocal. 
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should be involvement with interstate agencies involved with economic 

pment of tourism. 

IADEK: Are you suggesting Commerce, too? 

D MOELLER: Yes, I think that would be an excellent idea. I would encourage 

ate considering the 131 (o) exemption program to be certain that all pro-

rial departments be supported. I think that in terms of a 131 (o) exemption 

removal of signs in a given area, we have the ultimate approval of authority. 

to make one observation to the Committee and I don't want to mislead you 

ms of whether we need legislation or not. It is my opinion that in terms of 

desire to institute a program of deferring directional type signs, it is my 

n you do not need legislation for that. In most states, you do not. On the 

hand, I think if you are interested in pursuing a 131 (o) exemption program, 

d say in all probability that you would need enabling legislation. Most 

laws give a list of categories of signs that are exempt from removal and 

t include this category. All that needs to be done to pursue 131 (o) is to 

n exemption category added to that statute. 

IADEK: As long as we comply with all the regulations, then we are not 

zed anything, correct? 

D MOELLER: Yes. 

PUGLIESE: In relation to the hardship area, is that under 131 (o)? 

D MOELLER: Yes, the hardship area is exempt in 131 (o). 

PUGLIESE: Would you be able to provide us with figures in terms of how 

t would cost a state if they would follow through with determining economic 

ip areas? 

D MOELLER: No. I believe Mr. Reynolds mentioned that New Mexico was spending 

00 statewide. South Dakota is really the sixth state. I have a little trouble 

tanding South Dakota State law, but they have a grant of around $30,000. 

PUGLIESE: So in your own opinion, if the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania does 

ively implement the determination of an economic hardship area, then we would 

e in full compliance with the Federal law. That is one of the problems that 
-29-
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ortation in terms of how much it would cost and whether it would fully 

' with the Federal regulations. 

ID MOELLER: Let me reiterate. As far as I know at this point and time, 

:ate of Pennsylvania is fully in compliance with the Federal law regulating 

>r advertising signs. You were subject to a 10 percent penalty. Whether 

it involved with the 131 (o) exemption program or not, it is not going 

:ect whether you are in compliance with the federal law or not because the 

>) is purely an optional program - it's like a bonus program. You are not 

to be in or out of compliance with the enactment of 131 (o). It is a 

stely voluntary program. It is a matter of whether you feel the need for 

:ype of program in your state, or if you feel it is justified in your state. 

will be certain costs associated with 131 (o) because you are going to have 

some studies and this kind of thing that you would not otherwise have to do. 

JININNI: I would like to ask a question. Section 131 (c) of 1965 - am I 

:t that directional signs are permitted under Federal law? 

ID MOELLER: Yes, sir. 

)ININNI: Supposing a state would just go ahead and remove directional signs. 

tey in violation of Federal law? When you say they are in full compliance, 

really does compliance mean? If they do not comply with that section, 131 (c) 

r6, are they in violation of Federal law or are they not? 

ID MOELLER: If the state of Pennsylvania would not proceed to acquire and 

i nonconforming directional signs - is that the question? 

)ININNI: No, my question is if they remove directional signs prior to any 

signs, are they in violation of the Federal Act? 

10 MOELLER: No, we do not dictate to the state which signs you shall acquire 

Section 131 (q) (2), that's the one that the Secretary shall encourage the 

s to defer the acquisition of directional signs until all other signs have 

icquired. That is a permissive section of the law and it is my job, and 

iss has told me, to urge states to acquire product advertising signs first 

ie directional type signs last because the directional signs are of interest 
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it. I can say to the State of Pennsylvania that I would like you to do 

.s way, but this is one of the areas where the State can do whatever they 

UNINNI: Now I am led to believe that they are not doing that. I believe 

ir statement that you said House Bill 504, in your opinion, would prevent 

immonwealth from purchasing any signs. Where in that language do you read that 

ID MOELLER: In the amendment. 

UNINNI: What amendment? I have heard this two or three times today. All 

r is I have a bill 504 before me, I know absolutely nothing about an amendment. 

10 MOELLER: I have an amendment. 

UNINNI: You do sir, but I do not. All I have is House Bill 504. Is there 

.ng wrong, in your opinion, with House Bill 504 as is? 

ID MOELLER: When you look at this amendment 

UNINNI: Unless I have a copy of it, if someone would see that I got a copy 

I could see what you are talking about. 

ID MOELLER: We have no problems with 504 - the basic bill. 

5ININNI: But where did this amendment come from? Whose amendment is it? 

fOSTER: Read the amendment. I think there is confusion here. 

)ININNI: He has a separate amendment to 504 and I know nothing about it and 

Lke to know where it came from. Who proposed the amendment? How is the 

Ltee supposed to know about this when it was never proposed? 

lOHENWARTER (PennDoT): We received a copy of this amendment from the staff. 

3 proposed by someone to the Transportation Committee. It was sent to us 

i reviewed that amendment. 

3ININNI: But it was never introduced to our committee. Am I right or wrong? 

lOHENWARTER: No sir. They had a meeting and the bill was reported out, there 

jference made to it and by in large, the committee ignored it and reported 

Lll out as it was drafted. 
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iere could be 10 million amendments proposed, but they were not submitted 

don't know why he has a copy of a so-called amendment commenting on before 

lommittee and the general public. And to me, I just think it is a little 

• and it caused a lot of confusion here. I said right along that I did 

link as a member of this Committee that there was anything wrong with 504. 

ild only give us a little security that nothing would happen to these 

:ional signs. I think he is explaining to me how these amendments came 

Am I correct? Why don't you explain because I certainly did not know 

.ng about it. 

PUGLIESE: They were drafted by the staff of the Committee. But the 

sm was we called Attorney Cussey from your Federal Highway Administration 

i and he informed us that the amendments would not effectively do what 

ited them to do so we never introduced them. So my question to you is 

did you receive these amendments since they were never introduced? That 

i question I have personally. 

ID MOELLER: Apparently, they were referred to Attorney Cussey and he 

ited on the amendments along with House Bill 504. 

PUGLIESE: I believe the Department of Transportation did send them, 

:t? 

IOHENWARTER: That's right, because originally a question was raised as 

it these amendments would do to the bill. As a result, we reviewed them 

i addition, we contacted the Federal Highway Administration as well and 

them for their review and their comments on the proposed amendments. 

jnt to Attorney Cussey and we went through the local highway office. 

3ININNI: But still, I am a little disturbed because, John, right before 

irted this testimony here today, you even said the same thing about 504. 

lis bill was reported out and there were not even any amendments offered 

nmittee and you were there. To me, I don't understand. You made the 

it right here this afternoon to me that it could tie your hands from pur-

ig other signs. Again, if the amendment was in there. But we are not 
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was reported out to the floor. I have no further questions. You answered 

ery clearly that this would not jeopardize anything as far as 504 is 

ned the way it stands right now without the amendments or anything. 

D MOELLER: There is one comment with respect to 504 in a sense that it 

conceivably as written, and as my testimony had indicated, put a hardship 

: sign owners in a sense that many times a sign owner will come to the 

and ask that their sign be acquired. They may be going out of business 

itever the reason for wanting to sell the sign may be,they come to the 

and say "We know you are going to acquire my sign and I'd like to sell 

The problem is that 504, as written, may not afford the State to proceed 

luire a sign in that category specifically if that sign has directional 

ration on it. Because we've made a special category over here which 

illy says you can't part with signs under any circumstances. My only 

is that you may have a situation where you would want a little flexibility 

! case where an owner came to you and wanted to sell the sign. 

IININNI: In other words, what you are suggesting may be an amendment 

s bill to specify unless agreed to by. But again, is that really 

ig the little guy? The big sign owners, they are making money on selling 

gns in the first place. What about the poor little guy that has the sign 

ly up on a directional sign and out of the clear blue sky, decides to sell 

Hie poor motel owner or resort owner is left without a sign because the 

decided to sell it to the Commonwealth. So, there is a two way street 

I don't think this would create any hardships on them to defer the 

:ional signs. We have one of the larger companies here and he could 

>ly answer that. 

ID MOELLER: I was thinking of a case where you had a businessman who owned 

ra sign and let's say the motel burned down and he was elderly and wanted 

:ire. He has a sign up worth a couple thousand dollars. It doesn't serve 

iy purpose so he might want to sell it to the State. 

>ININNI: Well, that's true, but I think there would be very few that would 
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Into this category number one; number two, when must this be totally 

tented; how long do we have to go? Another two or three years on the 

il of signs? When do you anticipate that all signs will be removed? 

ID MOELLER: I don't have any firm data on that, but I think nationally 

i talking about a program that will take probably 10 years yet. 

)ININNI: 10 years yet? 

ID MOELLER: How fast a given state moves is something else again. 

)ININNI: In the case of Pennsylvania, how fast do they move? 

JD MOELLER: I think Pennsylvania will take all of the 10 years. 

)ININNI: I have no further questions, thank you. 

•IAN BELLOMINI: Will you please give me a clarification on what you mean 

jonus state and why is our Commonwealth considered a bonus state? 

3D MOELLER: In 1958, there was a Federal law that afforded states an 

tunity to receive one half of one percent bonus. This was calculated on 

il construction cost of the interstate system in that state, if the state 

voluntarily control outdoor advertising signs along the interstate system 

Pennsylvania did do. They are one of the 23 bonus states in the United 

3 that participate in this program. The State received 7 million dollars 

assume the State has received an additional sum under that program. 

BOLTER: It is my understanding that some time in August the Federal 

iment is coming to Pennsylvania to take an inventory of the signs. What 

a full impact of this inventory? 

H) MOELLER: Periodically, representatives of my staff visit and review the 

control and acquisition programs in the states. We come into a state 

bly on an average of every two years and basically review what kind of a 

tie state is doing. Whether they are doing a good job, that simply is the 

se of this review. 

iCOLTER: Is it the intent of the Federal Government to have a time set on 

ay signs being taken care of at one time or duing any period of time? Is 

a deadline? 
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LARD MOELLER: Congress has established no deadline for the completion 

i program and we haven't mainly because we have no assurance of any given 

of funding for this program. The Congress has not said that you will 

:e this program in 10 or 15 years. It said, "Here's the amount of money 

.t". Each year we go to Congress and through budget proposals press 

is to administer the program and provide money to states to acquire non-

ling signs. As a result of the lack of assurance as to what level the 

i will be funded in any given year, we cannot establish any date for the 

:ion of the program. 

>LTER: If your team comes here in August, could you give me an example 

: would make them most unhappy with the program? 

) MOELLER: I think probably it would be if the State is not controlling 

rection of illegal signs. I believe you have a system of signs in the 

:hat are issued, I would assume, only through a State permit. FennDoT 

is surveillance of the control throughout the State to insure that signs 

: erected illegally without these permits. I think the most serious 

l would be to allow any type of sign to go up. 

)LTER: Say for example, PennDoT sees something they don't like as far as 

;o and they advise the owner to correct or remedy the situation. Does 

Leral Government have much concern as to how long it takes PennDoT to have 

(articular problem solved? 

> MOELLER: Do you mean the removal of illegal directional signs? (Yes) We 

tave any set regulations, but we do expect the State to expeditiously act 

>ve them. Under the legal remedies available to you, we expect the State 

isylvania to want to discover the signs and once they are discovered, proceed 

st write the owner of the sign a letter and say this is an illegal sign. 

)LTER: What I am driving at is this; a statement was made that it is going 

i about 10 years for the program to be fully resolved. For example, it is 

ship for businesses in their estimation and it may take longer than two or 

rears to resolve the problem. Would you step in to move them more expeditious1 
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ID MOELLER: Is this where the sign owner is petitioning to have his sign left 

: a period of time? 

lOLTER: Right, would you help PennDoT or would you just stand by and let 

>T resolve the problem? 

(0 MOELLER: Generally, we would let PennDoT solve their own problem. Again, 

rou have a situation of the type you mentioned, then we may have cases where 

:e treating someone differently than somebody else. Someone might ask why 

:e letting this guy keep his sign while taking mine. Then we might get 

red. Generally speaking, we'd probably leave to the states how they administer 

programs and assume that they will do it fairly. With regard to how long 

ild take Pennsylvania to complete their program, the lastest estimate in 

iforming signs, and it is going to decrease, is about 20,000, so they have 

a job to be done. You will have one of the largest programs in the United 

i. I didn't mean that in a sense that PennDoT will move slowly, we think 

>T is doing a good job. It is just that they have a big sign program, much 

: than most states. 

COLTER: I missed the first part of the meeting and this question might have 

isked. Several years ago when we passed this law, we were told that it was 

xecessary because if we did not, we would lose "X" number of millions of 

:s from the Federal Government. Is this true or not true? 

JD MOELLER: In 1974, there was an amendment that had a very substantial 

» in the Federal law. The old law in 1965 that passed controlled signs out 

) feet. In 1974, that rule changed from 660 feet to being visible. That 

mandatory requirement for the states all over to obtain enabling legislation 

nply with that and I think that's probably what you made reference to. Saying 

states must enact legislation under the 131 (o) the exemption of nonconforming 

It is a completely voluntary program. We're not going to be happy or 

?y with you whatever you do. We'll work with you on whatever program you 

to develop. 
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ation. We were advised by PennDoT and Mr. John Hohenwarter can advise me. 

if we had not passed it as we did in 1974, would we have lost money from 

deral Government? 

OHENWARTER: Yes, 10 percent in Federal funds. But since we did pass this 

ation, we came into compliance with Federal law, therefore,there wasn't any 

m. 

LEESON: Could you tell us what progress Pennsylvania is making in the 

epartment in terms of the estimate of 20,000 signs you mentioned? If is 

to take 10 years, can we expect that by next year, 2,000 of those will be 

nd another 2,000 every year? Is there somebody out there actually counting 

0 M0ELLER: I have some general statistics. As of December 31, 1976, we 

for an updated report on the progress in the State. At that point and time, 

lvania had acquired 6,000 nonconforming signs and they had remaining an 

ted 17,000. There is another change that will probably significantly 

se the 17,000 estimate. It may be increased to 20,000 plus. 

LEESON: What does this mean? 

D MOELLER: It was a system of realignment that was entertained whereby 

er of secondary highways were reclassified as primary highways. I think 

a substantial net mileage increase to the primary highway system in 

lvania which'then causes signs on these new roads to come under control. 

>LEES0N: Is there any problem with new nonconforming signs being put up? 

D MOELLER: No, when a person goes out and puts up a sign, it could not be 

forming. If it doesn't have a State permit, it is an illegal sign. The only 

nonconforming sign can come into existence is prior to the date the State law 

acted, or come about as a change in position like a change of the secondary 

e of the law. When you change a section of road from secondary to primary, 

gns are limited. 

LEESON: That is understandable, but suppose a farmer decides to put up a sign' 

D MOELLER: He would not have a permit and it would be an illegal sign. 
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DININNI: Representative Bellomini informed me that he'd be alittle late 

tting back, so I'll take over the meeting in the mean time. I want to 

ace that we have two other members that came in. Immediately to my right, 

ilson, and next to Ben is Roy Wilt. So with that we'll proceed and the 

gentlemen we have on the agenda would be from the Department, John Hohenwarter, 

el Deckman and Robert Ross. 

HOHENWARTER: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. We did not prepare our 

ks in written testimony today. We have primarily come to listen to the 

nts made by others here today and also to reply to them, and perhaps to tell 

ommittee what the Department has been doing and is doing. We would like to 

that we do sympathise with the problems involving businesses that people 

aving, we recognize the need for directional signs that relate to their 

ities and we hope that we can come up with an acceptable solution. There 

a number of points made here today, in fact many, many points and I'm not 

re that we can address ourselves to all of them, but there had been one 

made as to the need for House Bill 504 and I think the statement was made 

we do not need it. Last year, the year 1976, the Chief Engineer for the 

tment of Transportation, Deputy Secretary of Highways issued a policy 

andum indicating that the tourist-oriented directional signs would be the 

that would be removed last, they would have the lowest priority, and that the 

signs would be removed first. Again, this was recognizing the need for 

signs and would be consistent with the Federal requirements. Now that policy 

effect now in the Department throughout the State. Prior to that, the 

tment would identify a beautification project and then see to the removal 

1 signs along that project regardless whether they were tourist directional 

t - they all came out. And again, that has been changed; it is no longer 

done. We have established priorities and they are being removed on a 

ity basis. Now in this instance, we establish a highway beautification 

ct. We pick a highway and then we begin to remove the signs along that 
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t in accordance with the priorities. Now, and again we would also point 

iat we're now talking, the entire issue really, of nonconforming signs. 

are many conforming signs out there that are tourist-oriented and tourist 

ional that will continue to remain. There was a point made earlier by 

ieller about the hardship situation in House Bill 504 and we agree with that. 

e another problem, however, with House Bill 504, Printer's No. 548 regarding 

tmoval system. This would tend to really blanket all those signs in and 

dt their removal even though they do not have an annual permit issued by 

tpartment. If they refuse to take one we still do not remove these signs. 

.1 that the language in it is broad, sufficiently broad to be faced with 

:ind of administrative problem, that so long as there were one nonconforming 

ither than the tourist-oriented signs standing in the Commonwealth then we 

not proceed with the removal of any of these signs. As long as there is 

:his says that they shall all be removed, period, and we're talking statewide. 

iat does give us a problem as well from an administrative standpoint.' I 

that Representative Dininni made mention of amendments earlier as to where 

rere and where they came from. And we did point out that there were amendments; 

igh I have no idea who had proposed them, we do suggest them to the Transpor-

I Committee. A copy of those amendments have been provided to us and as a 

te we usually have our legal staff look at them and refer a copy to the 

II Government for their reaction as well. And that is how Mr. Moeller 

Led to have it. 

X DECKMAN: In addition to what John mentioned, there is a part in the 

ial 1971 Act that allows certain signs to be located within six months of the 

ig of the Act, if they were put on areas that had already been leased by a 

company prior to the passage of the Act. Now under that section primarily 

.gn company erected close to two hundred signs in spaces that the Department 

tot believe are legitimate spaces. And we have been attempting since that 

that's five years, to get those signs down in a manner that would not cost us 
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>ney, because we don't believe they were properly raised. The effect 

this act has drawn, this bill has drawn, with it's June 1, 1972 date, 

be to legitamize all those signs because those signs were erected within 

/ery period. And it is the period between December 15th when the law was 

1 and six months later, which would be June 15th, and I know that virtually 

E them were up by June 1st. So at an average of $3,000.00 a sign we're 

lg about one-half million dollars worth of signs. And this bill of course 

J pay for them. And I would think the law will take it's course and let 

surts determine whether they are legal or not. 

DININNI: Sir, you say they were built though, excuse me for interrupting, 

it point, without or questionable in the areas that FennDoT questioned. 

EL DECKMAN: There is a legitimate disagreement, and I don't ever maintain 

re're always right and somebody else is always wrong, but our interpretation 

Ls provision that allowed these signs to be put up is that they had to be put 

it would be otherwise proper areas except for spacing or lighting or size 

a sign. Those, in our opinion, are the only three exceptions in the original 

The company that owns these signs believes that the act should be interpretate* 

Low these signs within that six month permitted period in any places where 

?ut them. And so if we came out with 180 signs, as I said that's roughly 

3.00 a piece. 

DININNI: Now, but if the court rules in their favor, wouldn't you be obligate 

J for them? 

EL DECKMAN: Oh no, we don't have to pay them anything. We don't think that 

Durt is going to rule here. But if it is, that would kind of take the ball 

f our hands. 

DININNI: Do you want to continue, John, on something else? 

KOHENWARTER: Well, I was just going to point out that we do agree with the 

nent that from the standpoint of the priorities of the removal, that House 

504 is not needed and that we are in fact implementing it. Now, however, 
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nay be some dissatisfaction with the way we would administer and the way 

» administering by applying the beautification project. In those instances, 

Lgns located along that project would be affected earlier, probably in 

sr area depending on that project. 

UNINNI: How many signs, really directional signs, have been taken down 

the year 1971? 

: ROSS: I don't think we have a figure on that really. Not to my knowledge 

laven't classified those, in their acquisition. So I couldn't answer that 

.on. 

>ININNI: You mean you didn't keep them separate even though the Federal Act 

revisions in the Act itself pertaining to directional signs? I would think 

:he Department would keep such a record. 

[ ROSS: I don't believe we have that information - as to what was classified 

rectional and what the message content was on the signs which we did acquire. 

individual analysis we could probably determine that, but it wasn't required 

re determine that at the time we created the Pennsylvania Acquisition Program. 

Lly, this might be of interest to you. We didn't really acquire some of our 

signs until 1973 when we did receive Federal funds to go into this program. 

s received no Federal funds or no expenditures in outdoor advertising control, 

than the administration, until 1972. So, in effect, it's a relatively 

program from that standpoint. 

)ININNI: Now, John, you said that the Department has changed their policy 

setting priorities. When has this change been implemented? 

IOHENWARTER: This change occurred back in 1976 - July 13, 1976. 

)ININNI: In other words you are telling me that no directional signs have 

:aken down since that date. 

JOHENWARTER: No, we've established - no - I can't say that. We've again 

rablished our priorities and the tourist-oriented directional signs will 

i last to be removed. And as I indicated that's July 13, 1976. Now, I 
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suspect that with those signs, tourist directional signs which we had 

d into agreement, we would continue to pursue those, to remove those 

We had condemned them until we continued our efforts on this. But 

w signs, all new projects followed that policy. 

ININNI: John, you were quoted as saying that the Commonwealth would 

6.3 million dollars. Where did you get this amount? Where did you get' 

nformation? 

OHENWARTER: It's ten per cent of the Federal funds which are apportioned 

Commonwealth. It goes beyond twenty-three. We usually have an apportion-

f about 300 or 250 million, and we have safety funds. And those are going 

affected also. 

ININNI: They would be affected if you were in total violation of the 

1 Act. 

OHENWARTER: Not total, but if we were in violation. 

ININNI: Now what makes you think that this House Bill 504 would put you 

lation? 

OHENWARTER: House Bill 504 as it's constituted would not put us in 

ion. House Bill 504 with the proposed amendments would then put us in 

ion. When 504 originally came out there was another question to which we 

address ourselves. We were concerned that 504 was an effort to bring us 

or let's put it this way, to have us conform with Section 131(o) of the 

ederal Highway Act. And we were concerned there because one, we did not 

ny criteria to determine the economically depressed area and again we dealt 

Ide, we did not deal geographically. And that was the question too that 

to resolve. But that was our first reaction because of the way it was 

n and because of the date. 

iININNI: The only other question I have now, you made the statement also 

; nonconforming signs, that the very last one would have to be removed. 

ould be wrong with that? Before these signs would come down. 
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HOHENWARTER: Well, essentially from our standpoint It would give us, 

usly, an administration problem. 

DININNI: Why? 

T ROSS: Basically, determining If we really had the last one removed. 

se there could be some circumstances probably where there would be another 

ound in some area of the State that could be identified as we have not 

ed all noncomforming signs. That's just really what I think it would boil 

to. 

EL DECKMAN: We would have to switch personnel from one area of the State 

other area of the State as each district used up all the signs in its' 

Then the personnel would have to be moved somewhere else to help with the 

ng there. One law suit could hold up that last sign for three or four years. 

DININNI: Supposing you went over the so-called Federal deadline, if there 

ch a thing. Maybe I should point the question to the last person who was 

. Has anyone lost any Federal funds because of any violations? 

RD MOELLER: Yes, there have. Two states have been penalized. I think 

were South Dakota and Vermont. 

DININNI: On what grounds? 

RD MOELLER: On the grounds that the State did not comply with the Federal 

DININNI: Such as enacting legislation? 

RD MOELLER: Yes, yes sir, the legislation that was distributed did not 

y with the Federal law. 

DININNI: Now supposing we have legislation, my point is just this. And 

ave let's say a ten year program. Supposing that ten year program runs out 

hey're still not all down but we do have legislation governing here in the 

of Pennsylvania. In your opinion, would there be any funds lost? If 

nt beyond the so-called red light? 

RD MOELLER: Well, if that's the question, if there is any deadline 
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IINNI: This is my point. 

MOELLER: Assuming that there was a deadline and assuming that Federal 

sre available to the State completely programed by that deadline, the 

:o that theoretical question is yes, in my opinion the State would be out 

Liance with the Federal law. Because they have not acted expeditiously to 

and acquire the nonconforming signs. 

IINNI: But you did in your testimony say that Pennsylvania was one of 

:es that were complying. In fact, even to the extent of receiving bonus 

Because of their requirements and so forth. 

MOELLER: Well, they are consistent along with the program. I think 

: is my opinion that, the State of Pennsylvania has made active progress 

s of acquiring signs during the program. 

IINNI: And the funds that have been allocated to the State of Pennsylvania, 

1 that it would take approximately ten years to remove all signs, is that 

:ect? 

MOELLER: You asked me what I thought in terms of a management program 

mswer to that was that I thought, generally speaking and based on our 

rate nationally, we should be able to complete this program in ten years. 

lot to say that some states will finish in two and it might take others 

But, I think we would have to take into consideration the circumstances 

given state before we actually say that they were out of compliance 

they weren't completed by a given date. 

HINNI: Well you do know the number of signs that are involved here in 

nonwealth. And you also, I'm sure, know exactly what you're sending or 

ise to what you're sending into the Commonwealth to remove signs on an 

sasis. In your opinion, would a few years either way on such a thing as 

Lll 504, would that disturb anything? In your opinion, as far as the 

Government is concerned? 

MOELLER: In terms of whether the State would finish in eleven years 

3ed to ten? 
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DININNI: You know the rate that they're going with the funds that 

e sending into the Commonwealth and how many more years it would require 

it and I think, myself, I know what I think, and I'm asking what you 

• 

RD MOELLER: I guess I'm not very disturbed by the fact that it might 

eleven years as opposed to ten as a result of the possible enactment of 

Bill 504. 

DININNI: Well, I'm only saying if this solved the program for let's say 

ears, we certainly are not jeopardizing the program. This is my opinion. 

hould know first hand how much money you are sending into Pennsylvania 

ou already heard the testimony here given by the Department - they average 

$3,000.00 per sign. Now you know how many signs are outstanding and if 

ultiply that by three thousand you're the only one that has the figures, 

not, and I'm sure that the Department has. But I do not have in front of 

to how much they're receiving on an annual basis for removal of signs. 

I ROSS: The observation I make is that I don't think House Bill 504 

necessarily prolong the program in Pennsylvania. All it does, legislatively, 

tablish the priorities. But it doesn't say that it's going to take longer 

mplete it. 

DININNI: But we were led to believe that we would lose some funds. At 

I was, I was one member that was led to believe that. I don't know how 

other ones were. 

RD MOELLER: From my knowledge, House Bill 504, aside from any proposed 

ments, does not require the State of Pennsylvania to go out of compliance 

herefore lose any money. I think there are two problems associated with 

ne that I just explained that entails the case of the hardship - the owner 

sign is experiencing hardship; he just can't sell it to the State. And 

ther observations made here seem to be illogical that in view of the 

tional Sign Acquisition Program, the very last of the nondirectional signs 
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i State coming down is going to cause Mr. Ross and his people substantial 

Lstrative problems, because who's to say when the last sign is down. 

ID MOELLER: In this program, you have signs becoming nonconforming, into 

Hiconforming status daily through changing conditions, and there is no 

3u can control this and I think that the concern is that the State may 

istrated in their attempt to move from the product advertising into the 

sition of directional signs by disagreeing over when the last nondirectional 

las been acquired. I think that maybe the language would be more general 

cms of acquiring the nondirectional signs to be used. 

DININNI: Well, there is only one difference. It is a matter of opinion 

whether it is going to create problems administratively and I do not think 

rhis Commonwealth is divided up pretty equal in districts and if these 

Let engineers and the people out in the field can't do their job then there 

nething wrong with the Department. But, I think it's divided into districts 

ire really put into a relatively small area, I call them small areas in 

rison to the whole Commonwealth, and in my opinion it could be controlled 

sne administratively. So, I have no further questions and supposing we 

to the left of me Did you want to reply to me, John? 

30HENWARTER: Yes, you asked a question earlier, Representative Dininni, 

rning the time frame. The original act and the original agreement between 

ammonwealth and the Federal Government provided for a six year period. 

this was also dependent upon the availability of funds. And it specifically 

i six years for the removal of them. 

DININNI: You're passed that right now, are you not? 

HOHENWARTER: That's right. 

DININNI: And have you lost any Federal funds? 

HOHENWARTER: No, again the availability of funds 

EL DECKMAN: You can blame it on that. 

FOSTER: I have a few questions. I want to cite a specific case. 
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>robably know, this is my legislative district and mainly today, 

;en talking about large signs, big resorts and everything of that 

Now, we've got a lot of smaller resorts in the area also. Some of 

i restaurant, some of them are hotels, they are fishing lodges and so 

I'm getting called almost on a daily basis as to what these people can 

lentify their establishment. I'll give you one case for example. Up 

Wayne County by Lake Wallenpallpak, there is a hotel that is built 

the lake. There is a primary road, as I would understand it, where 

)le travel but then you have to turn off on a side road. Now, there is 

sly no identification that this place is back on this other side road. 

jbably two and one half or three miles back and this man spent approximately 

3.00 to build a new restaurant there. And yet, he has no way at all to 

sh that it is back there. That is what I would like to have answered. 

:an help somebody like him to put a sign out there on this primary highway -

tional sign - indicating that there is a hotel and an eating place back 

id. This is not an isolated area, believe me. There is a gentleman here 

lat will testify tomorrow, who will have some data to substantiate this, 

3 is a tremendous economic loss to these people. It's not in the millions, 

Ls in the thousands of dollars. And they're just not going to exist if 

i't get some relief and some method, be it standardized or what have you, 

tify a place of this type. I'm not talking about a big billboard. All 

icing about probably would be a sign maybe three by two or something, with 

tf pointing in this direction that a hotel or whatever is back here with 

and food. That is one of our biggest problems. And I mean it is a big 

luse in Wayne, Pike and Monroe there are just hundreds of those places 

3e people have been made to take down their signs. Most of their signs 

nemade. They didn't go to any advertising company or anywhere, instead 

ie the signs and they were respectable looking signs. And they have to 

sthing back up. It is a real serious problem, there's no 
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Lon about it. If we could at least answer that or at least give a 

:ion to go. I'm also told by these same people that they've contacted 

apartment and are told as many as three or four different ways they've 

> go and they're all different. Now we have to establish some kind pf 

:eria and I think give these people some relief. They're the backbone of 

>mmunity. Can anybody help me on that? 

C ROSS: The directional sign which the Bureau of Traffic is implementing, 

ik you're familiar with. And all of that criteria is evaluated by the 

tment of Commerce and recommendations made to FennDoT whether to approve 

sapprove. But that is the only outlet that I know for some signing on 

primary systems that is legitimate and legal. There are other easier 

that a sign could be erected, but it would be by the establishment of a 

>ss activity. And within 800 feet of this business activity certain signs 

be erected. 

FOSTER: In many instances, they couldn't erect them within 800 feet. 

r ROSS: That isn't the answer to your question. I don't have the answer 

IT question other than present criteria on signing and through the highway 

and regulations. 

FOSTER: As a legislator, it doesn't make much sense to me. We appropriate 

sns of dollars now to promote our tourist business and travel industry in 

tate of Pennsylvania. We get them in here and they still don't know where 

. The big places, certainly they can find them, but these people will house 

thirty or forty people and I think they do a good job. They've got all 

of brochures, but when you're travelling 

EL DECKMAN: There is the Federal law that we have to comply with if you 

us to comply with it. That Federal law is too tight. 

FOSTER: Let me ask you this, John. You said that the Department has 

Lished a new program back in 1976 to re-set the guidelines and so forth. Is 

sorrect? 
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IOHENWARTER: Yes. 

?OSTER: Has the Department ever taken an economic study of these conditions 

[ am stating here now, the impact on a various community, what i t has done 

sm? 

IOHENWARTER: Not to my knowledge. 

FOSTER: Am I right when I heard Mr. Moeller say that if such an impact 

was made that there would be some 

IOHENWARTER: He was referring to Section 131(o) which allows the designation 

economic hardship area. 

FOSTER: Would that permit us after we have done that, to erect a sign like 

ik of? 

C ROSS: No. That only permits the retention of the sign of directional 

» which now exists to remain until all other signs are removed. 

FOSTER: Okay. Let me give you another example then. Let's say a fellow 

hotel and he had signs up and his place burned down. And maybe he was a 

jetting it rebuilt. But the same owner rebuilt it. In the meantime, they 

ilong and take his signs down because there wasn't any place there. Now he's 

Lt the place; he tries to get permission to put a sign up and he can't. 

least he's not allowed to. 

r ROSS: If he rebuilds, he'd have an on-premise sign. 

FOSTER: On-premise, but that's not the problem. I mean once you get on 

road, certainly you'd see it. But I'm talking about going down a highway 

Ls remote, but it would be a primary highway. And you're going to go back 

Lies or three miles and there is this place. How are you going to know 

it is? I live here and I have to really look when I'm going down there 

id it. Now somehow Mr. Chairman, this is the type of help we've got to get 

aese people. I don't know how we're going to do it, but we have to really 

Cigate it and come up with something because this is what's hurting. Again, 

t to just restate that we do appropriate millions of dollars for tourism, 
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going to do it again this year and that's to bring people in. We 

nly have to let them know where they're going to go and how to get there. 

nothing else to say, I don't know what else to say, but I wish I could 

me answers to help out a little bit. I really do. 

ROSS: Relative to dispersing information as Mr. Uguccioni mentioned, 

urally do encourage that. There are brochures and literature that can 

tributed from roadside rests and tourist information centers; we certainly 

age that. But that is in lieu of some other more definitive signs that 

e talking about. 

OSTER: Well, I see lots of those signs around certain areas. As a 

of fact, I watched real close coming up here today on 1-80 and 1-81. I 

lot of signs along those roads and they weren't big billboards either. 

were some signs built on a little platform and stuck at an intersection. 

re still there advertising campgrounds and so forth. If you didn't see 

you wouldn't know where to go either. I know they're all not taken down, 

's a heck of a law and that's all I can say. Because a man can't go into 

ss and advertise his place with just some small respectable looking sign. 

t like a lot of signs along the road, and it couldn't be more prominent, 

wanted to ask this gentleman from the Federal Government before. If you 

n 1-95 in North Carolina, there's a sign about every six inches and they're 

; as this building hand painted. And they look terrible. They really look 

d they ought to be made to come down. But when a respectable businessman 

the kind of money that they're spending around here today to get thirty or 

people into his restaurant some night and he can't identify it, I think 

darn shame. And I for one, would like to be able to come up with some 

to help. 

L DECKMAN: In 1976, the Federal Highway Act had permitted portions in it 

ould allow for signs of a directional type. But unfortunately, that didn't 

he whole way through the legislative process. 
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'OSTER: Well then I must misunderstand this thing entirely that we can't 

i directional sign, even If we get an economic Impact study. Can we or 

we? 

J) MOELLER: Well, to begin dialogue on the situation, we talked about where 

ive a hotel or a business from a tax exemption, and 1 assume that this 

>ss does not have a sign now and did not exist in May of 1976. 

'OSTER: Well now I'm not one hundred per cent sure, but I would assume 

i right. 

ID MOELLER: Well let's just assume that. Basically, then, there would be no 

lility for exemption under the Section 131(o) exemption on a hardship case. 

.ternative as I see it for this type of business is one, he may have eligi-

' under the Pennsylvania Regulations for a motorist service spot on the right-

r directing a motorist to a restaurant. Not the logo-type motorist service, 

ter words, a symbol indicating there is a restaurant right around that town 

jhway. 

: ROSS: Are you talking about an interstate highway now with the logo-type 

L? 

ID MOELLER: They're used both on the interstate and the primary. They refer 

irist information signs. They have the knives, forks, etc. 

r ROSS: We don't have that on the primary system. We only have that 

i interstate systems. 

ID MOELLER: That is one alternative. The other alternative, he could 

ise the conforming outdoor advertising signs from one of the sign companies 

Ivertise his restaurant in that manner. 

?OSTER: What could he put on that sign? 

U) MOELLER: He could put anything he wanted to on that sign. Outdoor 

:ising signs that have to be located in either a zoned or unzoned commercial 

We are not going to remove all the billboards. The billboards that remain 

» not required to be removed generally are referred to as conforming signs, 
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posed to one that is not conforming, and the business can purchase a 

nning advertising sign. 

FOSTER: Could he erect that on this primary highway adjacent to this 

that goes into this place? 

RD MOELLER: Assuming the area qualified for erecting such a sign, yes 

uld erect it. 

EL DECKMAN: But not right out in the middle of the boulevard. He wouldn't 

fy because of commercial and industrial areas. But assuming it is strictly 

n an agricultural area, he could not erect it at that point. 

FOSTER: This is woods, nothing but woods. 

RD MOELLER: I didn't guarantee I could solve the problem You 

d to know what could be done under the Federal Rules. The third thing I 

oned in my testimony, we're underway with a re-study of the Federal regulations 

as the logo signing alternative. And as well, the standard, or what we call 

tional signs in Section 131(o). It is conceivable that a liberalization of 

: standards would afford relief in terms of the situation you mentioned. 

is under study and we are hopeful to have a report out on this later this 

It is conceivable that a relaxation of the Federal standards here affecting 

ght-of-way signing or off right-of-way directional signing would help the 

mt situation. There is one other possibility, and that is, some of the 

ts have come to us and applied for approval of an experimental signing program, 

new and innovative methods of providing directional signs. 

FOSTER: I think that could very well be the answer to our problem. If 

itate or somebody would design a standard sign, everybody could use the same 

;. But certain information would have to be contained on that so it could 

:ify a place and where to go. And I don't think anybody would object to that, 

I they Bob? That's exactly what you want, isn't it? Have we ever gone in that 

:tion, John? What he suggested, a standardized sign? 
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D MOELLER: There are a number of states now who have had approval of 

mental projects, they are experimental, which is just what the name implies. 

re not consistent with the current Federal regulations, In terms of the 

lew of the Federal standards, we're going to be looking at what Vermont has 

what New York has done with their experimental projects. These are on 

of-way, they are not off right-of-way, such as billboard signs. They are 

ht-of-way adjacent to the road. Vermont, for example, has expanded theirs 

ey name very briefly the name of the restaurant, the name of the hotel, etc. 

OSTER: If that could be done I think that would be the answer right there. 

I) MOELLER: This is one of the things that the task force that I'm on is 

ering in terms of a modification of the amendments. I think the idea that 

ss had when it passed the 1976 Act, they encouraged deferment of directional 

igns through simply changing priorities and they encouraged this Section 131(o) 

: economic hardship area. At the same time, they asked us to re-study the 

i standards during the time the acquisition of signs are being deferred. 

'OSTER: Let me just ask you one question. How would we go about getting 

id on something like that? 

LD MOELLER: Through PennDoT. 

'OSTER: This Committee sit down with PennDoT and try to get something ironed 

Right? 

! ROSS: Sure, we would entertain such a project. We're, in fact, looking 

iw ideas in terms of outdoor advertising. 

FOSTER: We'll start in the 139th Legislative District. 

ID MOELLER: I hope I have helped. 

"OSTER: I think you have really helped. This is what I was trying to get 

'. think this is what Bob was referring to in his opening remarks. And if 

: nothing more than this out of this hearing, I'm certainly satisfied. And 

ire everybody else is too. That's all the questions I have. 

JLEESON: We're running overtime, but I would just like to ask a couple of 
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istions. John, do you have people out there looking for signs? 

IOHENWARTER: In all the districts. 

3LEES0N: What happens if a person puts up a sign - just plain puts up 

:onforming sign? 

r ROSS: Approximately every thirty days, they make a surveillance check 

i highways, interstates and primaries, and if they see a violation they 

r the property owner of the violation and he's given a certain period of 

to correct the violation. 

3LEES0N: What if he just absolutely refuses to remove the sign? 

r ROSS: He's given a certain period of time and if he does not comply with 

smoval then the State removes the sign and bills him for the cost of the 

al. 

3LEES0N: Do these sign rules apply to the big cities like Philadelphia? 

r ROSS: Philadelphia is certified to administer their own sign program. 

SLEESON: Is the state in the business of putting up signs - commercial signs? 

r ROSS: No, I really don't grasp what you are trying to say. 

SLEESON: I had a conversation with someone during the break and he told 

at they put up Texaco signs and Exxon signs. 

r ROSS: You're talking about a different subject. You're talking about 

ams that we are trying to institute on Interstate 84 identified as the logo 

am which has been experimented with in Virginia on Interstate 95, and that's 

re are trying to institute on 1-84. This hopefully will relieve some of 

roblems. 

EL DECKMAN: They're not billboards. They're like fuel and food signs. 

SLEESON: Are the signs really coming down? Are there less signs now than 

were a few years ago? 

I ROSS: I'm sure there are. 

FOSTER: Ask some of the people who have little resorts if they're coming 

They'll tell you. 

MAN BELLOMINI: Thomas Ricks, President of Family Recreations, Inc. 
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S BURRIE: I am not Tom Ricks, but I do want to say that camping is one 

2 few remaining activities in the modern society which promotes family 

ierness. My name is Jackie Burrie and I represent the Recreational Vehicle 

raping Industry. Today we're going to speak primarily about camping because 

is a problem with campground signs and the removal of these signs in the 

awealth of Pennsylvania. As I was driving up here the last few hours, we 

a't help but realize the number of cars that were along the roads. There 

luite a few signs that pertain to campgrounds, however, this is not true 

ghout the State. We find in many areas there are more campground signs being 

down causing a tremendous problem of which I have written to you before when 

ad a committee meeting on House Bill 504 previously, and you probably have that 

nation with you today. I will not go over that information at this time. I 

rily work with philosophies and theories regarding this mattter, therefore, 

L not really expound upon the experience because I have somebody else here 

ne today to do just that. He is affiliated with the campground because he owns 

pground. The individual is the owner of the Circle M. Camping Ranch which is 

ad just outside of Lancaster, and may I present Tom Ricks. 

S RICKS: Gentlemen on the committee, I'm pleased to have this opportunity 

present the Pennsylvania Recreational Vehicle and Camping Association and 

at our views on the bill that you are now considering. 

The issue of highway signing is a critical one to all campground owners 

perators. To prepare myself for my meeting with your committee I asked 

to send out a questionnaire. The replies that we received from campground 

3 were most interesting and I was gratified that so many took the chance to 

even though they are at the peak of their work load just prior to the peak 

a camping season. In his reply to our questionnaire, one of the campground 

s told me that our signing situation in Pennsylvania is like having a party, 

ing the guests, and not telling them where the party is located. 

One of the most frequent complaints received by campground owners at 
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igistration desks is "I had a terrible time finding you, why don't you 

le signs." As a matter of fact, one of the replies that I received from 

round owner prior to preparing this testimony, had a campers written state-

the bottom of his questionnaire saying Mr. So and So's campground needs 

signs. And it was signed with the lady's name and home address. The guy 

:o be emphatic. The travelling public does not realize the many barriers 

(ground owner faces in erecting directional signs. Without exception, the 

ind owners are willing to erect the signs if permitted to do so by PennDoT 

Local municipalities zoning regulations. Many campground owners have had 

removed by PennDoT and that too is a source of considerable irritation. 

:ase of House Bill 504, those campground owners whose signs have not already 

loved, it appears to me at least they will have a reprieve. 

['m sure that you're all aware of the vast impact that tourism has on the 

of the State of Pennsylvania and I'm not going to dwell on that except 

:hat tourism in general has become a highly competitive business. And to 

a little here, I hear that the gentleman from the Federal Highway Admini-

1 talking about Vermont and the other states and the travelling family in 

imping experience has an awful lot to find in Pennsylvania. We have a 

of camping experiences because of our variety of terrain and climate. 

:e not too many other states that have facilities comparable to Pennsylvania. 

r Florida and California have more campgrounds, more total investments in 

Lonal vehicle parks than we do. But we compete with virtually every state 

inion, some more than others. And if the family camping experience is not a 

: one, if that experience is marred because the camping family has difficulty 

the park they set out to reach or difficulty finding any park at all, as 

in many cases, Pennsylvania stands to lose. And I can cite a specific 

of a family coming to my park which is not too hard to find. They got 

1 ultimately spent the night in a shopping center parking lot. They packed 

rent to the shore the next day. That kind of a situation hurts us all. 
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I mentioned the family camping experience and I feel that I should 

for just a moment on that phrase "Family Camping Experience." At today's 

ed prices, family travel has become almost prohibitively expensive for all 

: those families in the upper income bracket. Families in the middle and 

middle income bracket look to camping as a good form of family recreation 

i paraphrase the National Council of Churches slogan, "a family that camps 

ier, stays together." Camping is truly a "Family Experience." I think 

.f statistics were available, you would find that very few camping families 

delinquent children and that family problems in general are far fewer than 

ire with the population as a whole. From a highway signing point of view, 

loesn't mean much, but my point is that anything we as a State can do to 

romote tourism in general and camping in particular, I think is going to 

'e our way of life as well as our economy. 

Now to get back to highway signing in particular. One of the frequent 

Lts from campground owners is that the triangle or tent sign, which conforms 

leral standards as used by FennDoT, is inadequate particularly on interstate 

lys. It doesn't seem to be very effective. Another problem centering around 

iign is the fact that current regulations only permit it to be erected at 

intersections for those parks which are located within five miles of the 

section. The very nature of the campground is such that they may be located 

further from that intersection and still derive the bulk of their income 

:hat intersection. Camping is an activity that depends an awful lot on 

:errain, the scenic beauty of the campground. And if you drive across 

iterstate, there are very few intersections on interstates that you will 

L campground right at the intersection. As a matter of fact, if you go 

t 1-80, I would say that most of the intersections don't have a campground 

L five miles. Because there are an awful lot of intersections that don't 

:y for one of those camping tent signs and there are an awful lot of 

round owners who don't get the opportunity to sell a 
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i camping to the family that is travelling on that interstate. Another 

Kit complaint that we hear from campground owners is that the State Parks 

impgrounds operated by public utilities which are supported either through 

or utility rates sustained by the public seemed to have unlimited signing. 

t really substantiate that statement except to say that it was a comment 

:ame in a number of responses that I received to the questionnaire that we 

tut. I don't know whether or not State Parks have different signing regulations 

lo privately owned parks, but if they do, I should think they should have to 

:e on the same basis that we do. In other words, the campground owner feels 

government is acting against him and against his best interests. 

House Bill 504 will not solve that specific problem, however, it is an 

ition that State Government is interested in seeing that the campground 

has a fair chance to compete for the tourist dollar, and that the State is 

ssted in promoting tourism in general and therefore helping him recover his 

:ment and hopefully make a decent living. 

In conclusion, I'd like to ask again for your favorable consideration of 

Bill 504. It is at best an interim solution. With regard to the remarks 

ust previously, I agree it would be helpful to all of us. Some kind of an 

.mental program I think would be great. Hopefully we will in time be able 

le up with a signing program which meets the Federal criteria and makes it 

for all travellers to find all the campgrounds in the State. By helping 

re towards the goal of further developing camping in Pennsylvania you'll not 

>e enhancing the tourist industry in your state by attracting outside travellers 

•u'll also be enhancing the employment of students and minorities that might 

:herwise be able to find part-time employment and of course you will be 

iting those additional tax revenues that are necessary to keep the Commonwealth 

Thank you for the opportunity to appear. 
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ires with directories in them? 

!CKS: A large number of them are. Even though a campground is listed in a 

ire or directory, and the camper knows what his destination is, he still has 

able to find his way there. Many times that is a problem. 

TILT: Do the smaller reduced maps help at all? 

1CKS: If you are driving into a strange community, no matter what the class 

id is, it is difficult to follow one of those little reduced things if you 

llling a trailer. You want to be very conscience of your driving any how 

is a difficult situation. The signing is really critical for the campgrounds. 

ARTHURS: First of all, I do think that uniform signs are much better than 

I individual signs up; but at least the person knows what they are looking 

I really don't know how concerned your own people are about this. I tried 

: the campers to get behind this and get a project out and they just don't 

:o care. They're great to give you lip service if they want something done; 

len you ask them to have a meeting with you or ask them to get behind you, 

iterest isn't there. So I think your problem is getting a lot of lip service 

lining about something, when if you'll go out and do it for them, then it 

je all right. If you don't, well, they don't really care. I think what 

saying to you is anything that you people can do in your own industry to 

lat the people get on their high horse enough to write to us and write to 

iople in Washington D. C. Are they really concerned or do they just want to 

about it? So anything you can do with your own people, and I don't mean 

jople that own the campgrounds. But maybe a little insert on your receipt 

fthing like that to make sure the people are contacting us with this problem 

specially the Federal people because this is where the big problem is. I 

it would help a lot. 

MAN BELLOMINI: What you are saying, Mr. Arthurs, is that there is a lack of 

lication? 

ARTHURS: Right. Mr. Ross, is there by any chance a different set of standards 

tate parks that have camping facilities? 
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Is have been there for a long period of time while some of the new campgrounds 

have been relatively new and maybe didn't qualify under that kind of criteria. 

MtTHURS: There shouldn't be, though, right? 

3SS: Not to my knowledge, but we do have designated signs on interstates where 

parks exist. 

ARTHURS: Even though they are five miles away? (Sure) If there is a State 

sign, one of the 4' x 8' signs or whatever they are, that designates a State 

and say that State park is 15 miles off the interstate, will there be a 

ig sign also designated there even if it is over 5 miles away? 

3SS: I am thinking right now of a situation on Route 322 near State College 

Lgns of a directional nature to go back and that is considerably over 15 

. But there is that directional sign. They also have camping there, but is 

ally indicating the State park. 

FOSTER: I have no questions, but I think this just emphasises the point that 

a before about we need either an experimental program here in the State to 

ify the campgrounds as well as the smaller resorts or some standardized sign 

proved. I am sure you have a problem; I know you do. 

E BURRIE: Mr. Chairman, before we go any further and have any more questions, 

have somebody else who can answer to Representative Arthur's question. We 

along with us also somebody from the opposite side. We have a campground 

and we also have a gentleman who belongs to the National Campers and Hikers 

iation and is the State representative for that national association. This 

. Bill Clugh. 

CLUGH: My name is William Clugh and I reside at RD#2, Mifflintown, Pennsylvani 

presently the Pennsylvania State Director and National Executive Board Rep-

tative of the National Campers and Hikers Association. I am also a past 

nal President of this same organization which is a national family organizatior 

sting of over 200,000 individuals residing in all 50 states and Canada. 

h to thank everyone for making it possible to appear at this public hearing 

peak briefly on support of House Bill 504, which provides for deferred 



raveling public. These signs are of great importance to all persons who 

L our highway system. As a family camper, the highways are a vital means 

.ng able to participate in family recreation and vacations by visiting 

rical and scenic areas throughout Pennsylvania. To the traveling public 

>ther states, the directional information signs give great aid and comfort 

LI as a feeling of security. After traveling for hours, getting tired and 

, a sign indicating camping, lodging, food, etc. allows the traveler to 

:here is a place to rest in the locality. He immediately has a feeling of 

: his spirits are brighter and as a result, any tired feeling is temporarily 

>ecause he knows there is a brief or overnight stop close by. 

Without directional information signs, it is extremely difficult to judge 

stopping time. You have a tendency to keep traveling hoping the next mile 

>ring some sign of camping, lodging, food or other information. As a result 

raveling time gets longer, the driver becomes more tired and irritable and 

lance of an accident greater. 

When looking for an overnight camp site, place of lodging, food, gas, 

the directional information signs allow the traveler to devote his 

:ion to driving, knowing the signs are located at certain areas. Directional 

nation signs are like a road map that gives specific information and 

ice. Without the signs, traveling is more tedious and trying. The traveling 

: definitely require these signs. 

I have traveled as a family camper for over 30 years and have actively 

the highway system in 45 of the 50 states as well as Canada. During these 

the use of directional information signs has progressed tremendously and 

ade traveling easier. Many states, and Canada, have camping signs and 

information signs at frequent intervals. They are to be complimented on 

use. Pennsylvania must keep up with the needs of the traveling public. 

national direction signs should become a permanent part of our highway 

m. Until such permanency is provided, the National Campers and Hikers 

Lation definitely supports House Bill 504 which provides for deferred removal 
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nonconforming signs are removed. Thank you. I would be happy to answer 

lestions with regard to the camper's view point on signing. 

LRTHURS: I would only reiterate that I would hope that you would stress 

ir people through your organization that they individually contact the State 

ature and the Federal Legislature as well, spelling out their problem. 

ir we like to admit it or not ,we do work under pressure and the more 

ire we get, the more we are going to listen. 

IAN BELLOMINI: I guess there are no further questions, thank you for your 

tony this afternoon. Our next witness will be Mrs. Trudy Trautman, Travel 

lvania Association. 

TRAUTMAN: My name is Mrs. Trudy Trautman. I am the Executive Director of 

ravel Pennsylvania Association, Inc. with offices at 240 North Third Street, 

burg, Pennsylvania. The Travel Pennsylvania Association deals directly 

:ourism in Pennsylvania. It also has a representative in each of the 67 

.es in Pennsylvania. Many of the facilities that these various tourist 

:ion agencies represent are off the main highways, and the only possible 

ir tourists to have direction to these facilities is through business 

guiding travellers to these various facilities. 

Since tourism is one of the largest industries in the State of Pennsylvania 

contributes over 800 million dollars in revenues to the Commonwealth, the 

. Pennsylvania Association feels very strongly that if these directional 

were to be removed, there would be a great loss of revenue to Pennsylvania, 

:he ripple action following into the employment picture and would prove 

a tremendous hardship to the owners of these various vacation land facilities. 

lestion I ask is, who will make the decisions about which signs will be 

sd and which be removed? What basis will be established to decide a hardship 

Tourists should be prepared with directions before they leave home, but 

few are. The secondary roads are not as easy to follow as the main roads 

.rectional signboards both reassure the out-of-state traveller that he is 

lis destination and gives him specific information on directions off the main 
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:o stop at places of interest that they find along the way, and owners of 

seeing facilities such as caves and historical sites would lose drop-in 

>ss generated by sign boards. 

The Highway Beautification Provision of the Federal-Aid Highway Act 

16 (P.L. 94-280) which is attached to my report for your indulgence, permits 

jcretary of Transportation to allow signs and displays giving specific 

Ller information on primary system routes as well as on the interstate system. 

so calls upon the Secretary of Transportation to encourage each state to 

removal of signs that include necessary directional information until all 

nonconforming signs are removed. I have talked with several of our members 

sked them to contact their members to see just what input they would have in 

area. I have three letters I would like to read to you. The first one is 

the General Washington in Audubon, Pennsylvania. "I couldn't agree with 

are in your concern about PennDoT*s attempt to remove billboards, etc. As 

, PennDoT is undertaking a project half-wittedly and without proper time to 

ae details. I guess you cannot expect a long mismanaged organization 

is PennDoT to change its operating procedure. Most definitely, this ruling 

have an adverse effect on business in our area. We have several directional 

(no where near billboard proximity)that if removed would only serve to 

3e our guests, the Pennsylvania taxpayer, and consequently cripple out 

ass intake. Most important to our Pennsylvania government officials, this 

also lessen the amount of sales tax also taken in by us and other similar 

Lties. Go get 'em!" 

Another one comes from the Dilworthtown Inn, Old Wilmington Pike and 

Dn Bridge Road in West Chester: "I have a historic inn that has been complete] 

red to its original elegance. Its located 1/4 mile off Route 202 South, 

en West Chester Pike, Route 3 and Baltimore Pike, Route 1. I have a lighted 

Dn Route 202 telling the motorist of my location. Also that I have both 

and beverages for the traveler. If I have to remove this sign after spending 

t one million dollars on this restaurant, I will surely go bankrupt and have 
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my location." Here's another one from Valley Forge Tours: "Just a brief 

>f reply regarding the pending highway signage bill now before the State 

Lature. As a small, seasonal tourist attraction providing the only bus 

it Valley Forge, the elimination of highway signs for tourist information 

ses, would produce an economic hardship on our business. As you know, the 

it industry is made up of many small businesses who provide a lot of jobs 

Ls State. Also, impulse buying is frequently involved in family decisions 

ling attractions and a highway sign is often the only means to reach traveling 

Les." 

This one is from Frank's Folly and he is having quite a time. "Lot's 

:k with PennDot. I have been fighting with them for ten years. As you know, 

round signs are O.K. and can be installed on numbered routes in the State 

Lied by FennDoT at $40 each by owner. My problem is that I would like to 

two installed on the turnpike at Exit 23. They would read 'Frank's Folly 

round'. Now the problem is they are approved but cannot be installed until 

}T puts the signs on the numbered route, in my case, Route 100. They claim 

cannot install them because I am located on Route 282. I have gone to 

sburg about this and of course, no one of authority in PennDoT was on the 

(Mr. Robert Doughty's office). I presented this case to an office clerk who 

relay my message to him. So far, this is over five weeks ago and have received 

sponse. Two weeks ago I wrote to Mr. Doughty - no response. The season will 

ar before I will hear from them. Meanwhile, campers become irked when they 

all the way to Exit 24 or even to Philadelphia, find no camping and must 

a to us." 

Anyone who has pulled a travel trailer on the Schuylkill Expressway or 

ighway and has to turn around and come back - you can understand how they would 

ry perturbed about it. We ask that you give great favorable consideration to 

Bill 504 and might suggest that Pennsylvania follow the guidelines that 

ork has established and use Pennsylvania as a pilot project along the same 

as New York experimental program. Thank you for your time and for allowing 
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>04 favorable consideration. 

ARTHURS: The last letter you read, is there any chance that you followed 

:h PennDoT and tried to get an answer? 

TRAUTMAN: I just got it the day before and I have not had a chance to; 

intend to. 

ARTHURS: I would be interested in knowing what you find out. 

TRAUTMAN: This is an example of what people have to go through. Is 

the problem we are going to have throughout the whole State? 

ARTHURS: I'm only going to say one other thing. I haven't heard from one 

r or one traveler in Pennsylvania on 504. I have heard from you people. 

leard from an owner of an establishment or two, but until you get the 

i concerned about this and you people in here are the ones who are going 

ire to get them concerned. I haven't had one letter from any of my con-

snts and I have a lot of campers in my county. I haven't even heard from 

representative in my area. 

3LEES0N: Regarding the last letter, isn't it true that he does have a 

an the turnpike and it has been there all along? 

TRAUTMAN: The way he has written here, he needs another sign. People 

the exit. He has a sign at Exit 24 but he needs the sign at Exit 23 

se they'll miss and go through to Exit 24 and have to go back to Exit 23 

the whole way into Philadelphia. So they do not have it where he can 

be most out of it. He has permission for this sign, he's been approved 

his sign. He's just waiting for PennDoT to put it up. He's got the 

val from all the local people and everyone around him to get the sign up. 

MAN BELLOMINI: Thank you for your testimony. Our next witness will be 

ames Cole, Executive Director of the Gettysburg Travel Council. 

COLE: Good afternoon, gentlemen, I will try to be very brief but also 

o explain the great concern in Gettysburg and the Tourist Council on this 

. Most people believe that Gettysburg and the battlefields are just a 

ields. 
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itely surrounds the town of Gettysburg and there is 35 miles to the park 

Then around this entire town are not only parks, but commercial interests. 

i of that, there are 10 main highways to get to Gettysburg so commercial 

iards are not luxuries to the tourist industry; we've found them to be a 

tity not only to the Gettysburg Travel Council which I represent, but 

:here are studies being done by the Department of the Interior who of 

i, are a branch of the National Park Service that operates Gettysburg. 

The impact is important not only to the Commonwealth but to communities 

(unties like Gettysburg in Adams County. In our borough alone, 30 percent 

. our revenues are based upon this important industry. This is very 

:ant. It is an 8 billion dollar industry to the State bringing in 336,000 

\ who are employed in the industry. We also note in studies and information 

re think is reliable that many visitors who come through the State are going 

igressionary vacations. Not many people plan exactly where they are going 

They might go by the turnpike area in Harrisburg and see the informational 

>ard and in response to that come to Gettysburg. So we are very concerned 

:he loss of these informational signs. 

Specifically, I would like to mention a situation which we felt is 

Leal. Last year, the PennDoT people ordered the Gettysburg Travel Council 

love our informational signs on Route 34 from the North. Our purpose is 

T to provide information to visitors so if the commercial billboards are 

down, the restaurants and hotels have to be able to rely on an agency like 

ittysburg Travel Council to at least explain to people what there is to see 

) and where to go for these services. We were ordered to take these bill-

j down and as you know, the Pennsylvania Government supplies funds to 

Les like ours to promote industry. So on one hand the State Government is 

I to help and on the other hand, we have this problem where we have to take 

Jur billboards. So this is a very illogical situation and most of the fates 

this can be at least postponed with House Bill 504. So the people of 
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support of the bill. It Is good not only for us, but revenues needed 

i State to maintain the economy. Thank you very much. 

IAN BELLOMINI: Are there any questions? Thank you for your testimony. 

IORGAN: Mr. Chairman, may I be recognized? I'm Fred Morgan, the Executive 

:or of the Pennsylvania Recreational Vehicle and Camping Association. I 

like to comment on the letter from Frank's Folly. I would like the 

:tee to know that Bob Doughty's office has worked very closely with my 

Lation and any correspondence that we have had from his office has all 

responded to. He has not always told us what we wanted to hear, but he 

» gave us an answer and I want to clear the record in response to that 

• • 

IAN BELLOMINI: Thank you and thank everyone for their testimony and 

nnmittee who attended today's hearings. I hope you will attend tomorrow 

ig's hearings which will begin at 10:00 a.m. Again, thank you and this 

lg is adjourned. 

r, JUNE 17, 1977 - 10:00 a.m. 

IAN BELLOMINI: Good morning everyone, welcome to the second day of the 

Transportation Committee hearings on House Bill 504. Our first witness 

norning will be Mr. Henry D. Harral , representing the Pennsylvania 

Lde Council. Following Mr. Harral's testimony, there will be a panel 

ssion. 

HARRAL: My name is Henry D. Harral .. I reside at 112 Vine Street, Honey 

, in Chester County. I have long been interested as a citizen and as a 

official in roadside protection that would insure beauty, safety and con-

ice for those who travel the highways of Pennsylvania. A long time member 

a Pennsylvania Roadside Council, I have served terms as its President, 

am presently that Council's Vice President for the eastern region. 
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t the former Department of Highways and the present Department of Trans-

ion to give Pennsylvania an adequate, efficient,safe and attractive highway 

I am intimately concerned with the design, construction and maintenance 

highways of Pennsylvania through service as Chief Deputy Secretary under 

y Secretary Lewis Stevens and Governor George Leader, and as Secretary 

hways during the four years of Governor William Scranton's administration. 

s a citizen, retired, I join the millions who travel the highways of 

lvania. I want travelers information but, in common with most travellers 

t want that information delivered in a way that threatens my safety or 

ys the beauty that I travel to enjoy. 

I was not here for yesterday's presentation, but I read several of them 

the Travel Pennsylvania Association and to our our Department of Commerce, 

just say that a billboard along the highway is no invitation to travel -

beauty along the highways is. We in the Pennsylvania Roadside Council 

ginning a questionnaire survey to determine the response of travelers who 

nformation. We hope we will have that available by the fall and hope that 

Bill 504 will not be concluded before we give you the benefit of that 

ation. 

House Bill 504 will threaten my safety as I drive, and destroy in some 

e the beauty that I travel Pennsylvania's highways to enjoy. As a 

sible federal highway official comments, the original wording of House 

04 is neither necessary nor desirable. Handled administratively, the last 

forming signs to be removed from a section of highway could be those that 

egitimate information regarding facilities useful to travelers. I have 

ined sections of highway because roadside cleanup, due to cost and other 

s, will necessarily be accomplished on a section by section basis. As 

ally written in House Bill 504, not one nonconforming sign that advertised 

cility that served a traveler could be removed until every other nonconforming 

hout the Commonwealth was down. 
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\ of the youngest person in this room. To make any billboard that 

\ directional information to facilities that may serve the travelers 

iractically exempt from removal is to say, at the least, most unfortunate. 

>t just talking about legitimate traveler information signs. The bill-

idustry would still find cheap but legal loopholes to keep many of the 

>rming signs up throughout the life of everybody here. 

Can't you just picture a billboard glorifying in pictures and words a 

: "Old Grandpappy Beer". After the word "Beer", there is an asterisk. 

L small print is an asterisk and the words "Old Grandpappy Beer is 

in Ye Old Taverne, 1 mile north, next interchange." Or "Old Glory 

below is an asterisk "Old Glory Soap is used in Jim's Motel, south at 

1 I'm not kidding. Such signs will be created or invented and will 

Ln perpetuity under the proposed bill. 

My suggestion is, naturally, complete refusal of House Bill 504. 

ire interested in both beauty and convenience feel there are better ways 

needed information to the traveling public; official signs, together 

>os for brand information making travelers aware of coming facilities, 

is and informational brochures at roadside rests, toll booths, information 

and traveler service facilities. 

I note from the testimony yesterday that the Federal Bureau is working 

improving the quality of traveler information and material. They are 

very hard on the long series that was mentioned to you in their report 

i due this summer. I think we should be following that type of activity 

reler information rather than trying to perpetuate existing nonconforming 

If it is necessary to award some priority to nonconforming signs giving 

information, much to be preferred would be amending House Bill 504 to 

jfinition of "tourist-oriented signs", a removal section to read "Legally 

nonconforming signs that are tourist-oriented signs shall not be required 

moved until all non-tourist-oriented signs on the same highway beautification 
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y beautification section" to satisfy a practical step-by-step sign removal 

'ement. And, finally, to protect any on-going work, the "taking effect 

in" should be worded to make the act effective "in 60 days, and shall apply 

o signs as to which acquisition procedures have not been commenced". 

In conclusion, passage of House Bill 504 would quite effectively destroy 

esent and weak controls of the Outdoor Advertising Control Act of 1971, 

luld begin to endanger future federal contributions for roadside protections. 

are better ways to give needed information to travelers than the almost 

iricted use of billboards which House Bill 504 would encourage. And, if some 

.ty is desirable for tourist-oriented signs, that could be accomplished 

.ndicated toward the end of my presentation. My earnest suggestion, however, 

are to keep alive our slow progress toward better roadsides, is for you to 

Lster a quick death blow to House Bill 504 in any form. 

1WIKL: One question, you mention the word from Washington is that the 

ige of the amendments to House Bill 504 will render our whole legislation 

: compliance with Federal law. What is the word out of Washington? Maybe 

-s what I missed as I was not here yesterday. 

IAN BELL0MINI: Let me clarify that for just a moment. First of all, there 

> amendments to the bill. There was some consideration for amendments, but 

re not discussed any amendments at this time. You pointed this out at the 

ling of your testimony and if you want to answer Representative Zwikl, you 

>re than welcome. 

HARRAL: Somebody showed me a copy of a letter from Washington in which the 

lent was made that if the amendments were before you that they would render 

igislation in noncompliance. They are not before you and I omitted that 

ay presentation. 

JWIKL: I didn't know if there were any amendments and I thought you had 

Information that would be helpful. 

HARRAL: They were unofficial and I did not know that. 
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RTHURS: Has your group studied any of the experimental marking signs 

re being done in other states? 

HARRAL: Yes, we have a committee that is actively working on this. They 

ssembled the information. We thought we ought to before we made any final 

lendation to try to get some expression of travelers' opinions about them 

iat is what we are doing. All of us have been doing some traveling in 

states and there is a possibility by a good combination such as the Federal 

i talked about with the signing. Making official traveler information signs 

i on. I would like to see results of their study which will soom become 

ible to you before I give it any consideration. 

iRTHURS: Could this information be made available to us immediately ? 

HARRAL: I will put together what we have and send it to Mr. Fugliese. 

CUSTO: In your remarks, you have indicated that there are better ways 

: needed information to travelers than the almost unrestricted use of 

>ards which House Bill 504 would encourage. But at the same time, you don't 

my concrete proposals. 

HARRAL: Not at the present. We have investigated the signing with logos 

tes at each interchange that present you with a choice of eating places, 

ne facilities, hotels and inns. It is not the perfect answer because they 

jnited - the number that you can take care of. But the combination of that 

Le distribution of promotional literature at roadside rests and phone booths 

iformation centers would be helpful. In other words, you can always get a 

leal of information where are you staying that night or at a restaurant 

what is ahead of you. Both of them are a part of a system of communication 

I think is a great deal more practical. 

IUST0: But don't you think that this would be putting the traveler at a 

rentage to be relying on information as he stops at places or areas? 

HARRAL: I have traveled both ways, with complete information and following 

:e where I had reservations where I wanted to be. But I have also traveled 

:her way too. Deliberately, just to have fun never knowing where I was going 
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: to use for both lodging or eating facilities and I find that I make out 

' well. 

IUSTO: I honestly believe that House Bill 504 would give us the breather 

id until such time that people like yourself or your organization could give 

le good proposals. 

HARRAL: Let me remind you, the way House Bill 504 is, not one nonconforming 

:ould come down that gives traveler information until every other nonconforming 

:hroughout the State is taken down. That is the way I see the bill. So I 

think that there would have to be some changes that we talked about so you 

clear one section, if that is the section to be cleared, then it is only 

that you take your travel information signs down last within that section; 

>t last over the entire State. 

IUSTO: You're not suggesting that they take them down first, are you? 

HARRAL: No, I'm saying that the way House Bill 504 is written, necessary 

:ional information about facilities in the interest of the traveling public 

be removed only after all other nonconforming signs are removed. That 

that if you are working on a 10 mile stretch, to get the nonconforming 

down, you couldn't touch the travel information signs on that 10 mile 

:h until every other nonconforming sign in the State was down. You have 

:k with highways section by section and if you were to bend this to make it 

>le to work section by section, then the tourist-oriented signs would 

lown last. That is preferable and would be a working way and I could not 

Mich wrong with that. But if you make it only after every other nonconforming 

Ln the State is down, our children wouldn't see any one of those signs come dow 

fUSTO: Well, I know presently if the directional information signs were to 

noved, that traveling public and the business in that area would be at a 

idous disadvantage and I don't agree with removing those signs until we do 

some solution as to inform the public how they would be getting around an area 

is the Pocono Mountains. 
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[USTO: But they could come down very fast because I've had a couple of 

ras with the Federal people. 

ILEESON: I have no questions, but there must be some middle ground. First 

., the signs do ruin the highways. There's do doubt about that and that 

it people think. Secondly, there has to be some way the people can find 

way from one place to another. So we've got to find some kind of in 

:n solution and maybe what these other States are working on is the answer. 

[OLTER: I don't wish to interrogate Mr. Harral, or do I wish to debate 

dm. However, I'd like to make an observation. Mr. Harral, on Page 1 

ly that House Bill 504 threatens your safety, however, you don't tell me how 

reatens your safety. On Page 2, you mention that possibly signs will be 

:ed and will remain in perpetuity, yet for years and years I haven't seen 

:ype of sign on the highways. I think this testimony is without merit and 

' is quite useless because it is like saying perhaps the whole world is 

to fall apart and we'll all die from it. That is why I feel your testimony 

finitely without merit. 

HARRAL: I think on the narrow two lane highway, sign after sign, after 

-s getting your attention and it has to take your eyes off the road. 

isly, we do not have a situation where everyone is hitting everyone else, 

do think there is a danger of over-signing on the highways drawing the 

:ion of the driver to the roadside instead of to what is ahead. 

[OLTER: I can understand that, but can you take our Committee to any highway 

you see sign after sign that really is a safety factor? Can you show me that? 

HARRAL: Yes, I think I could. 

COLTER: You say you think you can, yet you say that it is a definite safety 

:. Now you're saying you think it is a safety factor. 

HARRAL: I think it is dangerous and it does threaten my safety. If I'm 

riving and somebody says, "Oh, look at that sign", I'm not going to sit 

and worry about it as I drive, but I am conscious of it and I try to stay 

i distance behind people so that I don't run into them looking at a sign. 
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10LTER: I wish you would do a favor for me. Forward to me in Harrisburg 

examples of highways where I can drive and see where it really is a safety 

'• I'd like to see it with my own two eyes. I would appreciate it. 

HARRAL: Thank you, I will try to do that. 

FOSTER: Have you as a former high official in State Government, or your 

.zation, given any consideration to the economic impact this is going to 

in the communities such as we are in right now if all the directional signs 

•moved? 

HARRAL: I think so. We'll have to build this out of our own experiences 

ve known the Pocono region for many years through vacations. But lately 

i gotten a little too much sign crazy and resort crazy to please me any 

There are other places that I would rather see. I think there can be 

:tions and there can be distractions. I think the Focono area would be 

i better place to come to and drive through if they had some control over 

advertising.I say maybe 10 signs advertising Bushkill Falls - great big 

>ards. I know where Bushkill Falls is; I saw it as a young man, I've seen 

:hin the last four years and I like it. People know more about the country 

ire traveling than I think they are given credit for. 

fOSTER: As you said earlier, you were not here yesterday to hear the 

lony and when you use an example like Bushkill Falls, I think that is almost 

Ir. Kolter said, it has no merit whatsoever because that is almost nationally 

. But I'd like to reiterate that some of our smaller resorts in this area 

cperiencing great difficulty because they are unable to put up a small 

:ional sign. And I'm going to go over that just a little bit. And then 

Ld like you to give me some reasonable way where these people can still 

re and conform with the signs. But you take a primary highway like we have 

Ls area that is well traveled and then we have a side road that leads off 

it primary highway maybe two or three miles and along that road we have a 

resort that may be smaller than some of them, but it is a good reputable 

Lishment. 
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ilong the primary highway directing the traveling public in that road to 

ite that there is a hotel or an eating place on that road. What are these 

: supposed to do? There are established businesses and you're almost telling 

Lt we should control the business here in the Poconos and let a person build 

ir build there, but in some areas they can't. The people today like to get 

le beaten path. They like to go back in the woods and you'd be surprized, 

is many times as you've been to the Poconos, if you were to travel some of 

ick roads so to speak, and see some of the places that are back there. You 

i up Route 402 or Route 590, you don't see much along the road, but once you 

>ne of these side roads, you come into quite a little community sometimes. 

:he Representative of this area, so I feel that I know what I am talking 

because I've been contacted, not on a daily basis, but at least on a weekly 

by people that are experiencing tremendous economic conditions that hurts 

business because they are not properly signed. Yesterday we talked about 

rimental program and Representative Arthurs mentioned this. This could be 

it. If you have any other suggestions, we would certainly welcome them 

there are people sitting in this room right now that have resorts that 

s type of thing I am talking about. And I am not referring to huge billboards. 

r talking about a sign maybe 3 feet by 2 feet merely stating the name of the 

restaurant, hotel, maybe an arrow that points down this road two miles. We 

to the intersection and we can get off the interstate, but where do we go 

get off of them? That's our problem. 

RRAL: One answer is that along the roads that are leading to this more likely 

ds are business areas. There is no restriction against signs in business 

I suppose most business areas also have vacant lots. Our billboard control 

ion or outdoor advertising legislation, is very weak in a sense and it provides 

places where signs can legally be and locations where these places can be 

ed. But I don't think that the problem is not knowing what is there; its 

people now tend to flock along certain highways and they just can't drive 

. If I could develop a way to get them off, that's what I'd like to have'. 
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s can be passed out, people can stop by and look at them and say, "I'm going 

off here and go up to that nice place up there". I think that's more to the 

an a lot of signs just confusing people. I doubt unless they do something 

at particular nice place that you talk about, that just one sign is going to ge 

re. 

TER: It is going to get them there because let me explain. Now this 

ar place that I am referring to is about 30 miles from the city of Scranton 

a pretty big city and it is a restaurant. A lot of people go out to dinner 

and if they like it, they'll tell somebody else about it. If you're 

n Scranton and I've been to this place and I like it, they'll tell somebody 

ut it. So I'm going to tell my friend that there is a good place over 

: County to eat. You go down such and such a road, you'll see a sign and 

i in there. I can get him almost there, but I can't get him on that side road. 

here was a simple sign there, I'd say go down highway so and so that is 

., its a route, when you see the sign, you turn. That's a simple thing, but 

sign is not there, he's not going to know where to go. Signs are extremely 

it. When you're going up 81 and 81 says North Hazleton and 78 is West to 

m, if those two signs weren't there and I wasn't familiar with it, I wouldn't 

.ch way to go, because they are both the same kind of road. But they've 

signs there. Now if a hotel or restaurant could erect a respectable small 

mal sign, be it standardized or whatever, that's all they need, and I'm 

you that we have hundreds and hundreds of places like that in this area. 

LRRAL: I think it is Vermont that has a little standardized sign, and I 

tis could be an answer. 

ITER: Would your organization back such a thing as that if the Department of 

rtation would undertake such a thing? 

LRRAL: DO you mean they would erect the signs or that they would permit signs 

rected? 

ITER: That we would have a standardized sign with certain information on it. 
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JUUJ: mac wouia oe coverea Dy legislation ana cnen tney wouia nave co 

We would accept that kind of signing, yes. 

ER: I just wanted to go over that with you because a man of your experience 

•orrner Secretary, certainly, is knowledgeable about things that our State is 

i with and this is an extremely important thing, particularly in this area, 

sure in other areas, but this is our big business up here. I have no further 

t . 

iCUSSION 

BELLOMINI: Will everyone who testified yesterday, please come to the 

:able for our panel discussion. I would like to ask Mr. William Reynolds 

.on of the testimony that was given yesterday and this morning. 

FOLDS: I was impressed with the quality of the witnesses yesterday and the 

>f the testimony. I felt that the data that these people came with and 

1 to your Committee was beneficial. I reaffirm my support of House Bill 504 -

504. I am a bit puzzled about one area and I've asked Mr. Dick Christiansen 

itional advertising company (3M) to be here today because I think this is a 

me and perhaps myself on the national level can help. Yesterday, FennDoT 

5 indicated that they had issued a directive in July of 1976 which in effect 

>w down the removal of directional a? tourist-oriented signs. 

aany of the members of the Roadside Business Association are with us this 

ind they are experiencing receiving notice of sign removal of directional and 

related signs. And I question the validity of the directive. Before PennDoT 

, I would like to have Frank cite specific cases so that we can zero in on the 

>f signs that are still being removed even though the directive has been in 

Lmost a year. Then I have a question as to what can be done to prevent future 

mtil 504 becomes law, 
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ing. Our primary business is outdoor advertising. My name is Frank Keenan. 

ional manager of our Eastern region office and that is located in Carlisle, 

ania. It covers, besides the state of Pennsylvania, also Maryland, New York, 

, New Jersey and New England. In looking at the statement that was made 

y by the PennDoT officials, and I'm going to paraphrase this, they said that 

15, 1976, they had re-established their priorities as it related to the removal 

st-oriented outdoor advertising structures. And further stated that as they 

uated their priority as related to this removal program, they had decided 

se signs that are tourist related would be left until last for removal. 

I have spoken with my office today and checked a couple of files and I 

t going back, I found that in October of 1976, we got our first notice of 

of a board coming out of Lancaster that advertised one of the major industries 

people how to get there. On February 23 of this year, we received the first 

f another unit in the immediate Harrisburg area that advertised a restaurant 

a Quality Inn. This was in February of this year. This particular unit 

rammed in February and they came to my office; generally they send a letter 

fice. I send it to my home office, they get the information for the State, 

d the State the information so they can make the appraisal and so forth. 

instance they came to me directly in person, handed me their letter; in fact, 

ded me their offer saying this is what we are proposing. On this particular 

u will accept it, and the sign will come down as soon as we can get it down. 

one incident. Another case, May 5, 1977, barely a month ago, the first notice 

al of this board for tourist related program. Some of these boards are for 

rg and that area and the National Battlefield, campgrounds and so forth. 

5, May 6, 1977, the first notice of removal and the letter states, "This 

s been programmed for removal under the Beautification Act", and so forth. 

ists the information we have on the lease, so they proceed in appraising the 

id making us an offer. May 6, 1977, again in District 5 for a property in 

n. Another case in District 1. This is not a complete list, I have about 

em here. District 6 again on January 6, 1977, first notice of removal of the 
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icy here. They tell us this Isn't happening and it is happening on a weekly 

far as these tourist-related boards are concerned. This list I have, I've 

given you 8 of them in different districts going all the way from District 1 

jstern part of the State out to District 8 in the Harrisburg area. There 

ibly 25 or more since the first of the year, or October of last year, that 

programmed prior to this directive. The first notices we have received 

l in October, November, December, January, February, March, April and up to 

four weeks ago. We felt that this should be brought before the Committee. 

luite an impact as far as we are concerned. We have been working in all the 

3 on volunteer signing for several years. We've tried to work with them in 

Ly, volunteer fashion in removal of signs. In some cases, the signs that are 

ire removed at our expense and we volunteer the signs because they require 

Brcent this year, 20 percent next year. If there are too many signs in one 

, we may have to tell the customer, "I'm sorry, your sign is the next one 

Lunteered to the State", and the board is removed. We do try to work with 

a in all our districts. I, personally, and my predecessor, established a 

king relationship with all the outdoor managers and representatives at each 

. There has to be an orderly way of removing these boards, hopefully in a 

7 manner, hopefully, the tourist-related last. There is also an environ-

roblem here cluttering the highways with one sign after another. That's 

\a eye of the industry and has been for a long time. However, my main purpose 

here before you was to present these removal notices to you. Thank you. 

BELLOMINI: Would the gentlemen from PennDoT like to respond to any of the 

made? 

ENWARTER: First of all, he brought out specific signs in a number of our 

s and obviously we'd have to check why notices were sent to those people. 

Ross is familiar with methods of operation and he may throw some light on this 

: The question might be, did we receive a listing from you people immediately 

r directive on the 15th of July last year. I believe some of the districts 
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out requests lor some mrormation on signs tnat wouia De incea or so-caxxea 

ad, Some companies did respond, some did not. I don't know the particulars 

response or whether we did get a response and a list. But you can realize 

awful lot of deductions have been made before July of 1976, and work started 

before this policy was in effect. So I would assume that there are a lot 

that would still be in this category and a lot of signs that might not have 

changes of a tourist information nature to getting into this kind of program 

d class list. 

BELLOMINI: Mr. Moeller, do you have any rebuttal or comments to make? 

LER: I'm not really familiar with the specifics of the Pennsylvania system 

removal priorities. I understand that the directive in July of 1976 establishe 

ty take down with respect to the nonconforming signs and this system of 

removal would be consistent with the Federal suggested guidelines. Again, 

my experience in terms of what the problem is here, is that it may be several 

As Mr. Ross indicated, some of these signs might have been in a pipeline, so 

, with respect to their acquisition at the time the policy was changed. In 

protect State funds that were invested in terms of phasing and negotiating 

signs, they proceeded to consummate the acquisition of those signs. You 

ve a situation where the message changed between the time the State issued 

t may have been a product advertising at the time the action was initiated 

d up the type that has directional information on it. 

HURS: I would like to see a list of these locations furnished to us so we 

get some specifics on it, if you would. 

ENAN: I would be happy to supply you with a list. 

CIONI: What I am curious about is this. Do we have the opportunity to cite 

problems to the Committee concerning signing? I don't think I have a lot 

ems throughout the State and they range not so much relative to the bill 

House Bill 504, but particularly relative to some of the facilities. We 

od that this might be specifically a panel discussion about these problems 

What kind of a system we would like, etc. In other words, can you present 

cific problems to PennDoT and the Federal Highway Administration? 
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DtL.tium.wx; ies we can. we can aiscuss tnose proDJ.ems. 

ZIONI: There's been a little confusion because of the ins and outs of this 

as you know, whether we were going to be here or not. So consequently, 

C have the opportunity to survey all of our facilities in the Poconos about 

signing. We have some specifics that I'd like to have discussed and 

arly if we could present them to PennDoT and the Federal Highway Administration 

at kind of system can result. Would that be acceptable? (Yes) I have 

ay Mr. Moreno who is from the Lake Wallenpaupack area up in Pike and Wayne 

in cooperation with the Tourist Association and he has a particular case. 

ound operator up there has been working with the Lake Wallenpaupack 

ion on a highway signing problem in that area. Why I think this is a good 

is because we're talking here not about the large billboard, but the outdoor 

ing business in general. But in our rural area, where we are talking about 

businessman and his establishment and some of the difficulties they're having 

ng a highway sign up, the little people are suffering which is exactly what 

er indicated, 

ENO: We have several specific problems one which Representative Foster 

ting on for two days. The establishment that he picked on was Capri. It was 

1928, burned down and was rebuilt this year and opened in May. The State 

their only entrance sign. They're located on the Lake Shore Road approximately 

s off of Route 590. That was their only original sign which the State removed. 

11 504 would have kept this sign in existence today. They've appealed to 

e with no help. 

BELLOMINI: Are you saying that they have applied for a permit to put this 

Is this what you mean by an appeal? 

ENO: Yes. The criteria is established, like PennDoT said, that you have to 

n 800 feet of an establishment or business in order to erect a sign or 

nal sign. At this particular intersection you have to travel approximately 

in an easterly or westerly direction before you find a business. We're 

about a rural area here. The area here in the Poconos is basically all rural, 

1 small family resorts, restaurants and campgrounds and we do not qualify 

http://DtL.tium.wx
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tnal sign policy for recreational activities and attractions on conventional 

; and expressways, most of our members up here do not qualify. As a matter 

, 90 percent of our members do not qualify under this criteria. What can be 

help this particular individual? I would like to read a letter that was 

id to PennDoT from a stable in my area. "On May 11, 1977, we received two 

informing us that if we didn't remove our signs, a 500 dollar per day sign 

ild be imposed. Approximately Hay 18, 1977, I phoned the Department of 

rtation inquiring as to the proper placing of such signs. On the same day, 

)ld to remove the signs until I obtained a permit. On June 12, I tore down 

is. On June 13, I obtained an application for a permit. On June 14, I called 

irtment of Transportation, but it was Flag Day. On June 15, I called again, 

ling. All during the course of my correspondence with PennDoT, I received 

versions of the proper procedure for the placing of signs. One man said 

from the center line, another 40, another 50. In other words, no one in 

seems to know what's happening. In the meantime, I lost a large amount of 

5. My signs had been torn down for approximately five days and for five days 

red a great loss, I am suffering financially as a result of losing touch with 

sing end". That's another particular problem. Mine, which qualifies under 

teria to satisfy PennDoT was inspected by Mr. Dick Firestone of the Department 

irce who qualified me for directional signing. And in the infinite wisdom 

)oT, they sought to qualify me for two signs on my entrance road to the camp-

rtiich is useless. I'm one and a half miles off the junction of Route 6 and 

5 percent of my traffic approaches from Route 6 off the interstate of 84. 

»o heard testimony here yesterday about so-called logo signing on the highway. 

particular area, logo signing would in inadequate - totally inadequate. 

First of all, if we were to get off as a campground with this logo signing, 

the campgrounds in the area would turn you away if you were traveling with a 

Lso mentioned yesterday was the preferential treatment, as one of the Members 

i to PennDoT, asking whether State Parks receive preferential treatment on 

iways. Of course, PennDoT says "no" and that's an untruthful statement. 
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approach 390 on Interstate 84 and there are others around - you don't 

) travel too many miles to see another sign, there is a big sign that 

!ATE PARK. For three years, I have been waiting to see one appear that 

ifari Campgrounds so that I can compete with PennDoT. These are some of 

ill problems that have hit our area, 90 percent of which are businessmen 

> not able to meet the criteria of PennDoT. What can be done to help 

:ablishments up in that area? 

JCCIONI: Just to reiterate what Mr. Moreno is talking about as we proposed 

Lly in the beginning of this hearing, it is becoming apparent that if 

;oing to take the signs down, there has to be another system. We have to 

> a system of directing the people to the facilities. My job is dealing 

te traveling public. We have 5.6 million visitors to the Poconos every 

Seventy-five percent of the polls show that people want these kinds of 

They want some kind of system to find a place like his campground. They 

>me kind of system to find restaurants. But you're never going to be able 

1 these places because you won't know where to turn off that road to get 

> that restaurant. He's invested $750,000 of his money, not grant money, 

r type of money, to build that place and he can't even have a little sign 

id PennDoT says he doesn't fit the criteria. This has nothing to do 

le Federal Government's situation. This is something that PennDoT, who 

aen very cooperative, could review that criteria and loosen it up so that 

Ldn't affect areas like ourselves. That's one of the recommendations. 

)REN0: Mr. Chairman, I'd like to read a letter that was left by one of my 

3. "Dear Mr. Moreno: We enjoyed staying at your campground on our vacation. 

'as only one problem we had and we thought you should know about it. We 

tlantic City at approximately 8:30 a.m. and arrived at your campground at 

.m. After we left the turnpike, we circled around for hours looking for a 

aund. We stopped at filling stations, stores, etc., and some people sent 

>laces where there were no campground. Others sent us on wild goose chases. 

c if your business is to be successful, you should try to advertise more 
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! and pleasant, I thought others would not be able to enjoy it as we had 

i they will not know it is there. The Poconos is a great place and camping 

.s a great way of really enjoying that. Hope your business is a success 

11 be sure to refer anyone we know going your way. Maybe they will have 

luck in finding their way." That's just one letter and the comment was 

ssterday that the campers are not reacting to the State Legislature as to 

>roblem. They react to us so we have to solve the problem - the people 

i the establishments - not the campers because if they can't find us, they're 

Lng to come to us. There are some interesting statistics on camping. Life 

le reported that in 1972, 45 million Americans spent one night on National, 

>r private grounds. The Bureau of Outdoor Recreation in the Department of 

>r reported that in a 1965 survey, there were 97 million people who went 

I that summer. Based on that survey, they projected that there would be 

Llion camping locations by 1980 and 328 million camping locations by the 

)00. So signing is necessary in Pennsylvania and we, as part of the industry, 

jking for your help to give us this support to get proper signing up there. 

JIKL: I just want to substantiate what the gentleman from White Advertising 

I met with Mr. Ross and Mr. O'Brien from PennOoT back in May of 1976. 

a letter here dated June 8, 1976, from Mr. O'Brien. I raised the question 

Lng tourist oriented signs and asked what the Department policy was. This 

is June 8 of 1976, before the directive became effective. I'll quote 

Jrien's letter here; "Removal of sign advertising as opposed to other ad-

Lng remains our primary objective and all districts have been deferring 

aoval of these devices as top priority . There is no conflict with Department 

in this area. The last priority sign for acquisition is or has been direction 

- tourist oriented." Yet, sign companies in my district, the Lehigh Valley 

lave experienced letters or directives from the Department saying that some 

oust come down. If you had made a decision before this particular date or 

the July date that those signs were to come down, I think this should 

iblished. Companies don't know, you're telling us one thing that you are doing 
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mication gap, but I think we want to establish this if this is the case. 

>S: I'd like to address that question. Actually, a lot of signs were 

Ly in the pipeline as Mr. Moeller mentioned to you before. We had expended 

itions of appraising and selection on before this policy was adopted. 

IIKL: I understand that, but I want that to be made clear as the gentleman 

lite Advertising said. I also have experienced that in my area. 

3S: That is a problem and the principal problem is instituted involving 

learings. We are having problems with those signs that were selected hereto-

id are now in the pipeline. We have expended considerable funds on negotiating 

sals. And they are collected physically or being removed or acquired physical! 

3 time as opposed to our selection of July 15, 1976 which is going to take 

Le while to get into the pipeline again. 

SEENAN: I would like to take that one step further. In my own estimation, 

lonconforming sign in the State of Pennsylvania is in the pipeline. It is 

abjective to remove every nonconforming sign so therefore,it is in effect 

I rolling in on all signs. How do we know until we are notified which ones 

re. They're saying right now they can say, "We've decided that this board 

Dgrammed six months prior to July 15, 1976". We have absolutely no where to 

'm not disputing that they are going out and physically acting on appraising 

But we have no idea, they could be telling us this on any sign. 

ENCOLN: Mr. Keenan, one of the questions in direct relationship to House 

34. You cited an example where a sign would be affected by House Bill 504 

en removed even though there had been the directive of July 15, 1976 by 

r saying they wanted to do that. Those areas you cited, were the other signs 

y removed as 504 directs? 

KEENAN: As far as our company is concerned with our particular signs or 

e signs in that district? 

INCOLN: All the signs that were supposed to be removed prior to the removal 

as with relationship to your industry as directed by the board, were they 

d prior to that? 
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:y sign from every company, I can't say. I really don't know. 

iNCOLN: Just In relationship to 504, I think this is a pretty important 

Mr. Ross. You have repeatedly referred to the pipeline or something is 

r in the pipeline. If PennDoT felt on July 15 of 1976 that it was appropriate 

le a directive stating that what we are proposing in House Bill 504 would 

sgulation by PennDoT, what would keep PennDoT from re-evaluating all the 

Lecisions concerning those signs which would be protected by 504 and putting 

on them? I don't think it would cost any money and I don't think it would 

inconvenience other than to some of your staff people or your clerks at 

?. I just can't understand why that type of action wouldn't have been taken. 

>S: We've analyzed that situation and that part of the bill. There is a 

i right now at our last counting, about $3 million a year is being expended 

raising and negotiating. Naturally, this is a wave action type of a program. 

iv words, put in this administrative cost before you get to the actual cost 

lisition and pay for the sign per se. There is a tremendous investment 

lis preliminary work that would go down the drain. 

[NCOLN: I've seen so much waste in preliminary investigations by PennDoT, 

: see how you could be so concerned over this amount of money. They've 

liking about building a bridge over the Youghiogheny River in my area 

i last 10 years. I'd love to have the money they spent for that proposal 

haven't got one foot of bridge. I can't understand how you could be 

lg any more money other than what you already have invested in that area 

:o July 15. If you would put a hold on it, the money wouldn*:t have been 

it could be held. 

>S: The value of the signs that have been appraised, or are being appraised 

r have been appraised and put a hold on them? Those signs may or may not 

iluated and chances are they are going to devaluate because of natural 

ration. If we put a two year hold on them and go back two years later, 

Lly, we're going to have to re-appraise them at that point. 
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by FennDoT and whether you feel its a lack of action or not, that's what 

his about. If we pass 504, and the Senate does and the Governor signs it, 

ing to be in the same situation anyway, only with a lot more hassle before 

. I would say that from my little bit of experience with House Bill 504, 

have too much trouble passing the House. What would keep you from doing 

t now rather than us going through the legislative process right now as far 

1 of signs? 

Mr. Deckman might make some comment on this. We were discussing this 

t. We thought maybe an agreement would be arrived at whereby the sign owner 

epartment would mutually agree that in years hence, we would pay for that 

n agreed price as of today. But when you look at the intricacies of it, 

would have to be maintained in firm state or the value would not be a true 

'. can see an awful lot of administrative problems, but I can't really add 

to that. 

[MAN: I think we should consider this proposition because as he said, the 

\ are trying to protect, that is the money we have already spent on appraisals, 

right down again if this bill passes and we might as well consider it. 

LUTMAN: In relation to what Mr. Deckman said, if you would make a study of 

r Pennsylvania has lost through signs being removed in relation to what 

las said, you might find that you are losing more by taking these signs down 

: you are saving. 

IL: If I may, it looks like we are spending money to lose money. 

HEN: Bob, (Uguccioni) would your association be in favor of a uniform 

'ennDoT would design maybe one or two or three different signs; one for 

: resorts. Would you be in favor of something like that? 

IIONI: I think we should have a system something like that. It wouldn't be 

: and we would like to have that system liberated in some cases. Particularly 

ire is a nonconforming sign taken down, we would like to have it replaced with 

.onal information sign that would suit that purpose in nonconforming areas. 
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hat would be an admirable system that we could use. There are a lot of 

ngs that we could do also. Frankly, I agree with some of the members of 

Ittee. l don't know how many pieces of mail you've gotten about these signs, 

i one of the most controversial subjects, not only in the Pennsylvania 

ndustry, but all over the United States. When you take a survey of what 

ourism has on the United States and the problems we have, highway signing 

- it is a very involved issue. But yes, we would be in favor of this. 

LIEN: How would the Federal Government accept this? 

[OELLER: As I mentioned yesterday, we are well aware of the problems 

i here. As I testified yesterday, there is without question recognition 

•oblem you are grappling with here by the Congress of the United States 

• considered amendments to the 1976 Highway Act wherein they encouraged 

ilishment of sign acquisition priority. They mandated the Secretary of 

:ation to study the matter of motorist information which we are doing. 

.cated yesterday, we're well aware of the problem being created by the 

:rol program and the acquisition of nonconforming signs. 

LIEN: You keep saying that you are aware of it and Congress is doing this 

Would they or wouldn't they accept it? If PennDoT goes to the trouble 

ise of designing a couple uniform signs, would the Federal Government agree 

IOELLER: As we have done in other states, we have approved and we welcome 

nation from Pennsylvania for one of the experimental programs. As we 

I before, the on right-of-way signing that Vermont has experimented with 

i. It has been very well accepted. It is my suggestion that you might 

this and we would very much like to see you do this, this is what we 

: you to approach us with a proposal for an experimental signing project. 

HEN: Why doesn't PennDoT go this route then. This has been a problem 

Last 8 or 10 years, that I know of, and you've said you've spent a couple 

lollars. Why wouldn't you go this route? 
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JEN: When, after you spend a couple million dollars studying things? 

MAN: Back in July, traffic engineering people who are not in charge of the 

i advertising control program, but who are in charge of signs on vehicle 

•way, set up a program in conjunction with the Commerce Department to on 

:-of-way show where different kinds of activities are. This would involve 

centers, camping areas, scenic attractions, educational centers, religious 

ssort areas and so forth. It doesn't say rest stops, motels, etc. The 

.s that we have begun, but it is not broad enough to satisfy everybody. 

:his needs to be looked at. 

HEN: I think the responsibility lies with PennDoT. If you're going to 

tat they take signs down and it is going to lose money for tourists in 

tnia, then you should have something to replace it. Why wouldn't PennDoT 

rith something? 

MAN: As I said in the beginning, it is unfortunate that the people involved 

: aren't here before the Committee because we thought this was strictly an 

idvertislng meeting and those are the poeple we would call on. That is 

>y a different bureau in PennDoT. 

JNNELL: I don't understand why we always get ourselves in a bag before we 

sn anything out. There is a table full of brain power there, we should be 

Jit down and rationally come up with a solution. We can't penalize "X" 

I people and demand the signs be taken down without any uniform policy. 

s a terrible controversy. 

CER: I'd like to direct a question to Mr. Ross and ask him, in your opinion, 

link that all the districts in the Commonwealth are enforcing this Act in a 

nanner? I'm talking about the Act regarding removal of signs. 

: I would say that there are differences in degrees. I think that basically 

working on the same premise and trying to enforce the Act in the same way. 

rER: We have two PennDoT districts in my legislative district and it doesn't 

ne that they are doing it exactly the same. 

: Do you have some particular cases that you could enlighten me? 
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i getting at is I think this is wrong if you take a particular stretch of 

nd go down that and clean the whole thing out, that is imposing a hardship 

ain area exceptionally hard all at one time. I don't say you can go down 

the leave this one and then go a mile and take this one. I do think you 

ise come common sense. In other words, apply the rule or reason a little 

:h many times we don't do. I think this has happened in some areas. I 

has happened in my area. 

I believe that before our directive came out, this was common to a degree 

is one reason why we put this directive out in July to establish priorities. 

ÊR: I'm not saying that you shouldn't do your job or anybody working with 

rtment shouldn't do their job, but there are extenuating circumstances some-

L you would have no alternate route. Mr. Chairman, I'd like to make a motion 

lis Committee and I'd like to have this Committee send a letter to the 

' of PennDoT declaring a moratorium on the removal of all nonconforming signs 

satisfactory alternative is reached. I'd like to put that in the form of 

LIEN: I'll second that motion. 

IURS: I would suggest that we wait until we can make this motion before the 

littee in our next committee meeting in Harrisburg. 

2S0N: What we will do, since we do not have a quorum present, is consider 

i next full committee meeting and the staff has made a note of that. 

DER: I think we have 2 phases to this meeting actually. We have the big 

is and as I see them, we have the small signs. I think we have two distinct 

. I think they have to be attacked in different ways, and this is why I would 

it least have a letter written to the Secretary to see if we couldn't stop 

LI the legislation is enacted. They've almost suggested that. They said they 

rting to do it. I can see no harm in this Committee using what power we 

tith the Secretary to try to stop this till we get our feet on the ground. 

sed with this meeting and I think we're going to get some place with it. 
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We've got the big signs, we've got the little signs. In my estimation, 

:he little signs are hurting as much as the big signs. 

[MAN: We actually have two different bureaus in charge of the two different 

Signs in the right-of-way are part of Traffic Engineering. Signs beyond the 

-way such as billboards are a different Bureau. 

:ER: You're almost getting to the same thing. I also serve on the Agriculture 

i and for years, we've pushed the little farmer out of business and today 

rting for that. Now you are doing the same thing in the tourist industry. 

rying to push the little fellow out and he's the guy that's keeping things 

Je can't survive with bigness all the time. We've got to have that little 

It's a parallel. Now we recognize the fact that with our rules and regulations 

mmental regulations and paperwork and so forth, we've crowded the small guy 

i here we go again with the tourist industry and we're practically doing the 

lg. I think this is an extremely important part of this business, to look 

the little guy and not ignore the big fellow either. I'm not saying that. 

3 critical because those little fellows can get hurt. Like Tony said, four 

lays of not advertising at this time of the year is critical to their business. 

3LIESE: Mike, would you clarify something? You mentioned that if House 

is passed, the Department of Transportation would lose money. Is that correct 

Federal money or State money? 

5MAN: It does not affect the Federal funds. The money that the State would 

Ld be the money already invested in appraising signs - that's several million 

Other money would be permit money. We have a system of permits. Non-

cig informational signs of this type are supposed to get permits. The way 

tree permits is if you don't get a permit, we'll take down your sign. 

iURS: I think it more of a statement than anything. Something that I've 

ound successful, and I don't think that it has happened in this particular 

think it would be very advantageous if we had people of those different 

cits of PennDoT, the Federal people, our business and commerce people in 

rg, representatives from the different groups here, to sit down just nose to 
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can have breakdowns. I would like to see everybody Involved, and I'm 

talking about 10 different people, chaired by the Chairman of the Trans-

L Committee and the Chairman of the Business and Commerce Committee, just 

rerybody together and start banging some of these things out head to head. 

:here is a lot of these things that could be solved if they could just be 

it right in a day or two of meetings such as we are having here. I think 

.king about different problems and I don't really think that there is still 

have to be a lot of communicating back and forth. I know FennDoT will try 

tething that might not conform to what you people are thinking and vice 

io I would like to see that particular type of meeting carried further where 

be a meeting of the interested people and the people that are being affected 

1S0N: I think he is right. I think most of this could be worked out. 

)NNELL: I am a camper and I travel extensively. I've been all over the states 

ist couple of years. I know the advantages of this kind of signing and its 

Lity because when you are moving a rig around like I move around, you don't 

jet on a side or country road and get lost. There are information and tourist 

tat have been established, not only in Pennsylvania but across the country, 

find that they are voluntarily staffed by the Chamber of Commerce or tourist 

You drive into a gas station and get a lot of lip information. You're 

5 late at night and you're tired and you are looking for a particular location, 

:ampground and you can't find it. It is very distressing and disturbing. 

of the fact that you say what the general public ought to be doing, I can 

what the general public does in the traveling situation because I am with 

i daily basis. I think this signing is important. I think there are two distil 

I think the interstate is one problem and the big highways. The big boys 

Le it, they can move that 600 feet and put them in the sky. The little guy 

imendous problem. On the secondary roads where you are coming into a location 

sr separate and distinct problem and it needs separate treatment. I think we 
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i can be educated by them. I believe Pennsylvania has a unique situation. 

rould suggest that we sit down and get nose to nose and resolve a lot of 

irences and present something concrete to the Legislature and FennDoT. 

3LDS: I fully agree with Mr. Foster. I think that until 504 works its 

lgh the legislative process, there must be some kind of holding pattern. 

:o has developed a moratorium on all sign removals of directional tourist 

signs. Arizona did the same thing because they had economic impact 

:s to their state beautification act and they are able to carry on a nice, 

ill organized program. There are no signs coming down and I think this is 

Ls here in Pennsylvania. Obviously, from the past two days, there is an 

city in the system and 504 will rescue that program. But in the meantime, 

)t to declare a moratorium on removing these signs. Yesterday, I spoke 

Lng House Bill 504 with the 131 (o) and I'd like to see that considered 

rongly agree with the gentleman on a future meeting. Remember gentlemen, 

1 ourselves in a situation where keeping in mind that FHWA is a regulatory 

there is the legislative process and you have three Congressmen on the 

Committee on Public Works who will review all the outdoor advertising 

Ls. One program that I would like to throw out is that there is a solution 

problem and its what we refer to as the old Class 3 Program. Dick 

Lansen of the 3M Company is aware of the Class 3 Program and I think he 

explain it later before we adjourn. 

3 MOELLER: Just to add to the comments that were made before, I think the 

tee should understand that PennDoT is an agency of the State of Pennsylvania. 

limited in terms of what they can now do with respect to alternative infor-

systerns throughout . the State on Federally aided highways. I think 

Important to understand that our regulations presently are such that it 

a the State of Pennsylvania some very real restraints in terms of what 

an do with alternate systems. As I testified yesterday, our agency is 

tly underway with a re-study of those standards which presently provide the 

ters which the State is now operating under. 
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e looking at these standards with the idea of revising them to afford 

flexibility in terms of alternate information systems. We anticipate 

this study will be completed later this year or early next year. I 

. it is important that you understand that we are underway with the exam-

on of these standards. We are also employing consultants to look at them 

rms of insuring the objectives. I think the main thrust of this is that 

is definite concern for motorist information, particularly food, fuel, 

ng and campgrounds. There isn't any question but what our existing standards 

ausing problems in conjunction with the signing program that is happening 

ver the United States. The only other point I would like to make is, 

oints actually, I, or representatives of my organization would be very 

' to meet with you in the future if you have such a meeting. The only 

; that I would suggest you give consideration to is not to go to some type 

mplete moratorium on sign acquisition. I think a program of priority sign 

sition - the directional type signs that are of value to the motoring public 

.11 last is fine. I would certainly hope that you would not adopt a whole-

moratorium on sign removal. By doing so, you may conceivably go out of 

.iance with the Federal department. That is all I have, thank you very much. 

LINCOLN: One question, I was not here yesterday, but I understand from 

testimony yesterday that you stated 504 would not put Pennsylvania out of 

.iance with Federal regulations and there would be no penalty. What do I 

rstand you to be saying right now? What did you mean when you said a complete 

:orium would not be required? 

LRD MOELLER: If the State of Pennsylvania adopts a policy legislatively or 

.y administratively saying we're not going to acquire any more signs in the 

i - directional type or product advertising - that would risk or shut our 

ram down. It would be my understanding that you would be out of compliance 

the Federal law which basically requires the State to expeditiously acquire 

i nonconforming signs throughout the State. 
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sy are in 504, they would be in compliance? 

ID MOELLER: They would be in compliance, yes. Yesterday, 1 testified 

regard to the potential administrative problems with respect to 504 that 

cause possibly some hardship in one case to sign owners throughout the 

and the other instance is possible administrative problems for PennDoT in 

Lstering the program. Aside from those, the Bill 504 would not put the 

out of compliance. 

LINCOLN: One last question. What would be the penalty for being out of 

Lance? 

ID MOELLER: If the State of Pennsylvania would go out of compliance with 

ideral law, they would lose 10 percent of their annual apportioned highway 

i 

LINCOLN: All funds, not just funds from this Department? 

IQ< MOELLER: It would be the entire funds coming to the State and it would 

zb. year indefinitely, as long as the State remained out of compliance. 

srstand that the 10 percent of the Pennsylvania apportionment would be in 

3 of $20 million per year. 

CHRISTIANSEN: The Class 3 program mentioned a moment ago is no longer in 

jnce, but this was a program that had uniform side signs at the right-of-way 

tfhich advertised tourist-oriented businesses within 12 air miles of that 

Lon. We have, as a company, prepared an experimental program and uniform 

program for the Finger Lakes in New York which, in many instances, is 

ar to the Poconos. What we we are saying is basically the logo program 

e current PennDoT directional program is too restrictive. It does not give 

pportunity to tell anything about a business. This is what the businessman 

and needs. He wants to have something to make his business distinctive 

a traveling public and something he can tie in with. The Class 3 or the 

-of-Way Directional Information Program is a concept that could be adopted 

Duld be very helpful in areas such as these. 
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natives. A future meeting where all of these could be exposed, where 

res of the whole thing could be shown would be important. 

GUCCIONI: First, I would like to thank the Committee for coming to the 

os and meeting here so that we could give you the insight into some of 

roblems on highway signing. I really thank the Committee for coming here 

nitiating this Bill. In Virginia, as Frank O'Connell said, they set up 

dvisory committee" on outdoor advertising and signing on public highways 

was comprised of people similar to those sitting at this table. This 

ttee meets periodically with State and Federal officials. We're not too 

with advisory committees because we have a lot of them in Harrisburg, 

hey have done that and this is a resolution that they have presented in 

nia - a very tourist-oriented State. One other thing I mentioned yesterday, 

or some of you Representatives that were not here, I would like to really 

this out. Congressman Jim Wright was prime sponsor of the Highway Beau-

ation Act. I'm sure that anyone of the Legislators sitting at this table 

as had this experience says that the Act is not being interpreted as 

ess intended. How many pieces of legislation have you people supported 

oted for which has gone through the various bureaucracies of this State and 

not administered as you intended them to be. House Bill 504 would probably 

us some time to perhaps have a gentleman like Congressman Wright, who is 

ajority Leader of the Congress, and other congressmen and other people in 

ngton get back to their intent of what the National Beautification Act was. 

hat was not a billboard removal program initially, but a highway beautification 

ct and a highway beautification project means to beautify highways of this 

ry - but not to take all the directional signs down to beautify it. Con-

ntly, that's the end of my statement. I thank the Committee very much 

oming and hopefully we can set up - whether it is an advisory committee or 

ver it is - and we can apply for this special experimental project grant 

the Federal Highway Administration has given to other areas of the United 

s and could be available to Pennsylvania. Thank you. 
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MAN BELLOMINI: I would like to thank everyone who has appeared before this 

ttee. I would like to say that these hearings are a step in the right 

tion, but you know this will not end here and we should continue getting 

tier and we would appreciate interested persons to write to PennDoT and 

r House Transportation Committee so we can get together again in the future. 

half of the Committee and myself, thank you all very much for appearing. 

hearing is adjourned. 
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